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This study examined the notion of respect in the college classroom.  While 

pedagogical researchers had previously studied the phenomenon, each found 

challenges in defining it.  Moreover, communication scholars do not examine respect as 

a primary pedagogical factor with learning implications.  Focus groups provided venues 

for topic-specific discussion necessary for better understanding the diversity of students’ 

worldviews regarding respect in the college classroom.  Grounded theory allowed for 

searching theoretical relevance of the phenomenon through constant comparison with 

categorical identification.   

The most practical contributions of this research identifies as several major 

notions including, the importance of relationships within the process, student self-

esteem, and global-classroom respect.  In addition, implications emerged from the data 

as learning, motivation, and environment.  One other practical contribution exists as a 

respect communication model for the college classroom.  Further, examining students’ 

worldviews of respect in the classroom provides benefits for pedagogical scholars, 

students, and instructors. 
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CHAPTER 1 

RESEARCH PROBLEM 

Introduction 

 This chapter introduces respect in the classroom as the research problem and 

explains the importance of the study.  The chapter also describes how other disciplines 

place respect as the main focus of research. 

One student whom I recall clearly was a problem from the beginning of the 
semester.  He confronted me during class discussions and was somewhat hostile 
about his exam scores.  On the third speech assignment, he did not do well and 
as a result received a failing grade on the speech.  Within a few days I learned 
that he had filed a complaint with the college dean accusing me of racial 
discrimination.  To assign the label of “racist” to me was an extreme act of 
disrespect.  The incident made me rethink my own motivations and I could not 
see how the student’s complaint had any basis.  It seemed to me that this 
student’s disrespect had evolved into hatred for me.  His angry glares followed 
me in the hallways for the closing weeks of the semester.  I asked the police to 
escort me to and from my parked car.  I could not be certain how far his 
disrespect would go.  It has been 6-8 years since this incident occurred.  I still 
remember how shocked I was that what seemed to be minor disrespect from a 
student could flair into the rage I saw in him later in the semester.  As teachers 
we are vulnerable.  This student may have made me work harder to let my 
students know I respect them and to try to earn their respect.  Obviously, mutual 
respect can enhance a learning environment.  Because of his disrespect for me, 
he never took my course or my assignments seriously.  In the end, this student’s 
disrespect for me, as his teacher, diminished his own education (personal 
communication, August 9, 2003). 
 
The story above describes one college teacher’s experience with a disrespectful 

student.  Clearly, the professor perceived that the student communicated a lack of 

respect inside and outside the educational institution.  More importantly, the professor 

perceived that the student’s lack of respect for her, ultimately “diminished his own 

education” (personal communication, August 9, 2003).  This study examines the notion 

of respect in the classroom, particularly its communicative dimensions.  Teaching 

professionals at various levels increasingly deal with the issue of student respect, and 
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its outcomes, in the classroom (De Lucia, 1995; Fassinger, 2000; Martin, Yin, Baldwin, 

1998).     

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study includes examining the dynamics of respect and 

disrespect in the college classroom.  Another purpose of this is examining the 

communicative dimensions and implications of respect and disrespect in the college 

classroom.  Pedagogy research routinely investigates college classroom phenomena 

from a communicative perspective.  Likewise, this study investigates students’ 

perceptions of respect as a communicative variable in the classroom.  Instructors, 

various educational Websites, the United States Government, and researchers 

recognize the importance of respect in educational contexts.  After this study is 

completed, we will have a better understanding how students define respect, and how 

respect may affect their learning.  

While a paucity of research exists concerning respect in the classroom, it 

recognized as a critical variable within the popular media. For example, 

GoodCharacter.com provides tests, tools, and references for teaching respect and 

dealing with disrespect in the middle and high school classrooms (Character Education, 

2002).  Specifically, the Website provided questionnaires for students that assess their 

respect for teachers (Character Education, 2002). ABCNews.com also provides 

information about respect including how to teach respect to children.  Finally, 

Syndistar.com sells videos to teachers for educating students about respectful 

behaviors in the elementary and secondary classroom.  The videos provide instruction 

regarding appropriate behaviors for exhibiting respect and how one deals with 
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disrespect from students.   Thus, popular literature engages in the discussion of respect 

in the classroom. 

In addition, a United States Government Website expresses the importance and 

necessity of respect in the classroom. According to the Website, U.S. Secretary of 

Education Richard W. Riley, awarded $2.5 million in grant money to nine states for 

participating in the Partnerships in the Character Education Pilot Projects Program.  

This core curriculum program teaches students “good citizenship, compassion and 

respect for others” (Harris, 2002, p. 2). Despite recognition by the Department of 

Education, teachers’ testimonials, and Websites, the salience of this issue has generally 

escaped the attention of communication researchers as a primary pedagogical factor. 

Since its inception, instructional communication research focused on a milieu of 

diverse topics such as affective learning (Rodriguez, Plax, & Kearney, 1996; Witt & 

Wheeless, 2001), affinity (Gorham, Kellely, & McCroskey, 1989; Bell & Daly, 1984), 

immediacy (Baringer & McCroskey, 2000; Kearny, Plax, Smith, & Sorenson, 1988), 

credibility (Thweatt & McCroskey, 1998), student and teacher behaviors (Almeida, 1995; 

Brophy, 1998; Richmond, 1990; Kearney, Plax, & Wendt-Wasco, 1985, Allen & Shaw, 

1990), and communication apprehension (Aitken & Neer, 1993; Chesbro & McCroskey, 

1998; McCroskey, Richmond, & Davis, 1986; Rubin, Graham, & Mignerey, 1990).  

Despite this plethora of research into pedagogical issues, the notion of respect, and its 

influence on instructor-student dynamics, lacks adequate understanding by 

communication scholars. Indeed, the majority of these pedagogical studies illustrated 

respect as relevant, yet they merely mentioned the notion of respect as a peripheral 

factor (Almeida, 1995; Fassinger, 2000; Friedman, 1995; Tom, 1998). Few studies 
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directly address respect as a primary factor of classroom education. 

The researchers in various disciplines studied that have respect as a primary 

pedagogical factor have not done so from a communication perspective.  These studies 

include psychology (Friedman, 1994; Yelsma & Yelsma, 1998), religious studies (Scott, 

1999), behavior management (Brophy, 1998; Ledez, 1994; Fassinger, 2000; Martin, 

Yin, & Baldwin, 1998), and education (De Lucia, 1995). Each of these disciplines 

positioned respect as the main focus of research; however, each investigated respect at 

different grade levels.  For instance, while Scott (1999) and Yelsma and Yelsma (1998) 

studied respect within the elementary and secondary levels of education, De Lucia and 

Iasenza (1995) specifically addressed the issue at the collegiate level.  These studies 

set a foundation and suggest that respect within the college classroom exists as 

practical relevance.  Such research illustrates the need of studying classroom 

dynamics, such as respect, but also raises questions about other factors within these 

dynamics.   

Communication scholars have defined and redefined the communicative 

dynamics of classroom interactions.  For example, Berlo (1977) argued that 

communication researchers need not accept the status quo of pedagogical research.  

For example, communication researchers challenged the linear model of 

communication by expanding research. In furthering research, Berlo argued that 

researchers must truly examine communication as a process for effecting change that in 

turn impacts classroom research between communication and learning (Scott & 

Wheeless, 1977).   Further, other scholars redefined the way we view classroom 

dynamics and what existed as the standard communication model of source, message, 
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channel, and receiver (Scott & Wheeless, 1977) with an expanded definition (Lashbrook 

& Wheeless, 1978). The research evolved into a process/product paradigm (Nussbaum, 

1983) of communication in the classroom.  Utilizing the process/product paradigm for 

studying classroom communication creates the existence of an ebb and flow, give and 

take in the classroom among and between teachers and students (Nussbaum, 1983).  

Now instead of the linear fashion of studying communication in the classroom, 

researchers view communication as a process resulting in a product of that 

communication.  Likewise, it is expected that respect occurs through a communicative 

process that results in the product of “respect.”   

Significance of the Study 

Motivation for studying respect as a primary pedagogical factor within the 

classroom, instead of a peripheral factor, serves teachers, students, classroom 

management, and pedagogy research.  The voice of respect impacts teachers.  

Specifically, Friedman (1995) studied disrespectful student behavior patterns in 

connection with teacher burnout.  The researcher hypothesized that the disrespectful 

behavior of students toward the teacher contributed to teacher burnout.  Researchers 

utilized a version of Mashlach’s Burnout Inventory and restructured it for measuring 

teacher burnout.  Findings indicated that the reason for male teacher burnout correlated 

with student inattentiveness, while female teacher burnout related with student 

disrespectfulness (Friedman, 1995). Other scholarly research indicates teachers suffer 

because of disrespect in the classroom (Yelsma & Yelsma, 1998).  For example, 

Yelsma & Yelsma  discussed social respect as respectful or disrespectful behavior from 

student toward teacher.  This social disrespect of the student, based on self-esteem, 
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impacted teaching environment, especially when the student exhibited low self- esteem.  

This low self-esteem was exhibited in a disrespectful manner, and disrupted teachers’ 

educational environment.  As these studies illustrate, respect in the classroom impacts 

teachers with a great deal of significance.  The voice of respect impacts students as 

well as teachers. 

Voice carries the communicative notion of respect and this voice permeates not 

only teachers, but students as well. A current college student stated the following: 

This still makes me MAD…He stood in front of the class and said,  
Everyone got an A but [Sally] made a B.  I was so ashamed.  I quit learning 
essentially.  I closed my mind.  I hated going to school.  I would make up reasons 
to NOT go.  He ridiculed me in front of class every chance he got…He is a sad 
and pitiful man…To this day, I attribute my lack of math skills to sixth grade…He 
made me disrespect myself and that is what makes me mad about teachers that 
don’t belong in the classroom (personal communication, August 10, 2003). 
 

Clearly, this student felt the voice of disrespect in that she suffered low self-esteem, she 

suffered in her learning, and she suffered emotionally.  Based on this student’s 

testimony, lack of respect in the classroom influenced the student’s inability for learning. 

This student’s experience described the issue of learning outcomes based on the 

communication between teacher and student.   

Research findings indicate that respect in the classroom impacts students’ self-

esteem and factors into student learning (Yelsma & Yelsma, 1998).  Further, Sally’s 

experience speaks of the importance of student voice in the classroom.  Putman and 

Burke (1992) argued that student voice holds importance in their own learning.  The 

research reified the notion of student communication by examining the social 

responsibility of students within the classroom.  One peripheral factor of this research 

included respect as part of classroom communicative processes. Student voice carries 
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relevance in that students use voice to communicate respect, as well as disrespect in 

the college classroom.  The power of student voice informs researchers that the issue of 

respect weaves in with communication and learning as both process and product. Thus, 

since respect serves as an important communicative factor in the classroom, and since 

student voice carries importance in their own learning, the next logical step in examining 

classroom communication calls for exploring student voice about respect in the 

classroom and how students believe it impacts their learning. 

Studies of classroom management, which attempt to understand communicative 

behaviors in the classroom that possibly enhance or impede learning, could also benefit 

from a more precise understanding of respect (Brophy, 1998).  The more educators 

know about human behavior in the classroom, the more assistance we can offer to the 

processes of learning.  Lastly, one more benefit of studying respect in the classroom 

lies within the context of learning about learning.  Pedagogical research can benefit 

from this thesis by providing an expanded data pool for researchers, by gaining 

knowledge of instructional communication research, by better understanding the 

importance of student voice in their own learning, by encouraging new issues of study, 

and finally by providing an overall increased understanding of the processes of human 

behavior in the college classroom. 

Therefore, this line of reasoning challenges communication pedagogical scholars 

into examining respect as a classroom dynamic, because it serves as a process/product 

communicative component, because of the importance of voice in student learning, 

because students use voice in communicating respect, and, finally, because it is 

identified as a factor in teacher burnout.   
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Summary 

Researchers, teachers, and policy makers alike recognized the importance of 

respect in the classroom.  As the introduction shows, respect was identified as a 

possible primary pedagogical factor with educational implications.  Communication 

scholars studied respect as a peripheral pedagogical notion and not explicitly as a 

primary pedagogical factor with classroom implications.  Therefore, the purpose of this 

thesis posited examining the particular content area of respect in the college classroom. 

This thesis tightens the scope of previous studies of respect in the classroom through 

several objectives.  One objective of this study summarizes how other disciplines have 

explored the notion of respect within the college classroom, as well as review 

communication research that positions the issue of respect as a peripheral factor.  

Another objective is a better understanding of the role of respect within teacher-student 

communication in the classroom.  Finally, this thesis contributes college student 

accounts of respect within the area of instructional research. The practical contribution 

of this study broadens the scope of an important, but under-studied construct. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Introduction 
 

This chapter consists of a review of literature that addresses four issues: (1) the 

ambiguity in defining respect in the classroom, (2) respect defined as behaviors, (3) 

respect as a classroom variable, and (4) the nature of students’ perceptions on the 

matter. 

Ambiguity in Defining Respect in the Classroom 

The notion of respect as a variable within the classroom presents research 

challenges for scholars across multiple disciplines, such as philosophy, psychology, 

education, and communication (Fassinger, 2000; Friedman, 1995; Hersrud, 1994; 

Ledez, 1994; Richmond, 1990; Yelsma & Yelsma, 1998).  A few of these challenges 

surfaced in defining, measuring, and understanding student respect for teacher (Scott, 

1999).  Literature revealed that the ambiguity of the meaning of respect makes defining 

it difficult, along with measuring its communication components as they occur in the 

classroom.  Research also indicated that although definitional confusion exists, the 

meaning of respect in the classroom lies within the individual student. 

A survey of definitions of respect reveals confusion.  Studies revealed that 

respect has been identified with other topics researched in classroom dynamics. For 

example, some researchers suggested respect as an internal process, such as 

Friedman (1994), who discussed that students behave respectfully and disrespectfully 

based on their internal feelings.  Ledez (1994) described respect as the “inner essence 

of the individual” (p. 5).  Even though each described respect using different words and 
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phrases, the dissimilar meanings suggests some internal and external processes. 

Investigations of respect in the educational realm approached respect from different 

directions, based on these various disciplines.  Scholars used various terms in 

referencing respect in the classroom.  Thus, these various terms assist in the confusing 

and ambiguous nature of respect. Further, research suggests that the meaning of 

respect in the classroom seems perception based, because of the continual references 

of internal beliefs of the concept. 

Respect Defined by Its Behaviors 

Some researchers examined respect as a behavioral construct.  In general, one 

focus of student behavioral research is the “favorabl[e] or unfavorabl[e]” (Gass & Seiter, 

1999, p. 41) frame of actions, which implies a dichotomy of respectful and disrespectful 

behaviors (Friedman, 1994; Friedman, 1995; Scott, 1999).  A few scholars examined 

this dichotomy of behaviors within the educational realm.  Friedman (1994) investigated 

elementary and secondary teachers’ perceptions of student behaviors through teachers’ 

recalled observations of students’ behaviors.  Specifically Friedman probed the issue of 

respect by defining it as “adaptive” and “maladaptive” behaviors (Friedman, 1994, p. 

957).  Even though aspects of the study identified as internal attitudes of students, the 

study itself utilized self-assessment questionnaires of teachers’ perceptions of students’ 

respectful behaviors.   Friedman (1994) noted that teachers assessed classroom 

behavioral respect by the amount of student fulfillment of expectations of teachers.  

Categories of teacher expectations measured degree to which students “pay attention,” 

“work hard,” and “show enthusiasm and interest” (p. 949). This study provided important 

information about the behavioral dichotomy of respect in the classroom, which serves 
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as important knowledge for this thesis.   Furthermore, researchers never 

operationalized respect from the student’s perspective. 

Friedman’s (1995) subsequent research focused on teacher burnout because of 

student behaviors.  He argued that disrespectful behaviors existed as primary reasons 

for teacher burnout.  These were operationalized through the use of a Pupil Behavior 

Patterns Scale and a modified Maslach Burnout Inventory questionnaire.  The 

researcher claimed that disrespect promotes problems within classroom dynamics for 

teachers because of student behaviors.  The study measured patterns of students’ 

behaviors from the teacher and the student perspective.  Also, the teachers completed 

a modified burnout scale.  Some results of the study indicated that students’ behavior 

caused teacher burnout; more specifically, that students’ disrespectful behaviors caused 

the most influence on teacher burnout.  Friedman (1995) also found that once students 

recognize disrespectful behaviors that irritated the teacher, the student more than likely 

repeated the behaviors.  Although Friedman (1995) found significant findings regarding 

students’ disrespectful behaviors in the classroom, a concrete conceptualization of 

respect in the classroom still exists. 

In addition, Yelsma and Yelsma (1998) investigated respect as social meaning 

based on the measurement of respectful behaviors.  They designed their study for high 

school students and found self-esteem, both global and social, predicted students’ 

respect for teachers.  Basically, if the student scored high on global and social self-

esteem, then the score for respect for teacher indicated as high.  One important note, 

these findings deal with the behaviors of respect at a southwestern Michigan high 
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school, chosen for this research because of an ongoing process in teaching students 

respectful behaviors (Yelsma & Yelsma, 1998).    

Christian education (Scott, 1998), another discipline, found behavioral respect to 

be an important topic of research.  This related study addressed the issue of respect in 

the classroom by identifying behaviors that suggested respect.  Though many studies 

examined respect behaviors similarly, Scott (1998) further specified the definition of 

respect by studying it in a morals perspective.  Three Christian secondary schools, 9th 

through 12th grade, served as the location of the research.  Basically, the study 

attempted better understanding of how these Christian students and teachers defined 

respect by having them identify behaviors in relation to respect.  Through the utilization 

of the Delphi process, results indicated minimal definitional agreement between 

students and teachers regarding respect in the classroom (Scott, 1999).  Though the 

study defined respect in the context of Christian education via “sociomoral” behaviors, 

the investigation revealed that respect in the educational environment remains an 

illusive concept (p. 29).  

Ledez’s 1994 study considered respect reciprocal between student and teacher.  

The researcher suggested that people of authority, including teachers, deserved 

respect.  Even though Ledez described teachers as authority figures deserving respect, 

he also noted that the reciprocity of respect be considered from both teacher and 

student perspectives.  Thus, the notion of respect is identified as both sender and 

receiver based.  Ledez’s (1994) research never conceptualizes nor measures respect; 

instead, this piece is written for giving teacher guidance in defining respect, identifying 

difficulties with disrespectful behaviors, and providing guidelines for teaching respectful 
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behaviors within the classroom.  Even though Ledez (1994) does not measure it, he 

argued that respect is defined through the behaviors of students. 

Finally, Fassinger (2000) investigated classroom dynamics by measuring 

students’ class participation, cooperation, interactive norms, and other behaviors.  

Specifically, a portion of the self-report questionnaires included questions regarding 

support and respect, but mainly of respect for peers.  Results indicated that the greater 

the students’ classroom participation, the more positive the classroom interactions, 

including respect for peers.  Results also indicated that the lower the classroom 

participation, the lower the respect for peers in that classroom.  Again, this study follows 

suit with previous studies’ regarding respect, in that this study uses behaviors to 

describe respect in the classroom. 

Respect as Classroom Variable Implications 

Three of the multiple variables showing impact on student learning that infer the 

notion of respect include environmental factors, motivational factors, and self-concept 

factors.  Research on each indicated that classroom variables might either enhance or 

impede students’ learning.  First, if the environment within the classroom is not 

conducive for student learning, the student will not obtain maximum education (Cokley, 

2000; Hersrud, 1994).  Second, motivation serves as another variable in the classroom 

because if students are not motivated to learn, then the lack of motivation impedes 

students’ learning processes (Christophel, 1990; Kearney, Plax, Hays, & Ivey, 1991; 

Richmond, 1990).  Third, self-concept is also a salient variable in the educational 

process (Hersrud, 1994; Yelsma & Yelsma, 1998).  The research indicated that the 

higher a student’s self-concept, the higher the grade point average (Cokley, 2000).  
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Moreover, the lower the student’s self-concept, the lower the grade point average 

(Cokley, 2000).  Yelsma and Yelsma (1994) argued that a relationship exists between a 

student’s self-esteem and respect for teacher.  Therefore, as research indicates, 

variables that impact student learning include classroom environment, motivation, and 

self-concept.  In addition, the research indicated that some variables relate in some way 

to respect, which indicates the importance of respect as a salient area of research.   

Respect in Students’ Perceptions 

Communication education researchers agree with the importance of studying 

students’ perceptions (Christophel, 1990; Gorham & Christophel, 1992).  Within the 

context of the university, students’ perspectives provide information assisting 

researchers in better understanding the communicative processes within the college 

classroom.  As well, several studies substantiated the need for exploring student 

communicative behaviors, and the necessity for learning more about implications to 

students in studying the communicative dynamics of them within the college arena 

(Fassinger, 2000; Frymier & Houser, 2000; Ledez, 1994; Rubin & Graham, 1988). 

Richmond (1990) contended that “meanings in the mind of students” exist as important 

within the analysis of the students’ behaviors (p. 193).  Yelsma and Yelsma (1998), too, 

focused on students’ perceptions by distributing self-report questionnaires.  

Rationale 

As this introduction asserts, the issue of respect in the college classroom finds 

important for instructors, popular literature, the United States Government and 

researchers.  The issue of respect is specifically noted in other disciplines as an 

important factor of classroom dynamics, however communication scholars have merely 
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studied respect as a peripheral factor of classroom communication.  Communication as 

a process/product paradigm challenges researchers in identifying and defining the 

milieu of possible components of classroom communicative dynamics.  Identifying and 

defining respect in the college classroom challenges researchers as one of the possible 

components of classroom communication.  Examining respect as a primary pedagogical 

factor of college classroom communication benefits teachers, students, classroom 

management advisors, and pedagogical researchers.  Therefore, this thesis proposes 

examining respect in the college classroom as a communication primary pedagogical 

factor as both process and product. 

Research Questions 

Scholarly opinion has not diminished the need for respect research in the 

classroom; in fact, the research indicated that respect integrates into the dynamics of 

teacher-student interactions.  Further, research indicated that respect as a factor of 

college classroom communication, from the student perspective, fosters an important 

and under studied area of research.  This review of literature identifies the following 

research questions addressed through this research. 

RQ 1:  How is respect communicated in the college classroom? 

RQ 2:  What are the communicative dimensions of respect? 

RQ 3:  What are implications of respect communication in the college classroom? 

Summary 

Understanding how students define respect in the classroom eludes researchers.  

However, pedagogical scholars generated different definitions, which created greater 

ambiguity for the definition of respect within the context of higher education.  Some 
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researchers defined the concept in terms of behaviors, while others identified the 

implications.  Many scholars gained this information by examining students’ 

perceptions.  These scholars realize the importance of student voice within research. 

This study investigates how students’ perceive the workings of respect and disrespect 

communication the college classroom, including communicative dimensions and 

learning implications.
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

This chapter discusses procedure for recruitment of student participants for both 

focus groups and questionnaires.  In addition, this chapter details the procedures used 

for obtaining the data and details regarding method of interview.  Further, this chapter 

details how the researcher recorded information.  Also, this section describes length of 

sessions and method of transcription.  Finally, this section details demographics of the 

data pool. 

Methodology for gaining data included focus groups and open-ended 

questionnaires.  The 150 participants who participated in this study were college 

students from a southwestern university.       

Two recruitment approaches were utilized in gathering participants.  First, the 

researcher recruited students by offering 15 points extra credit for participation.  A 

second incentive for participation was a $50.00 drawing after all data was gathered.  

These incentives helped generate a sizable pool of participants for focus groups.  

Students from ten sections of communication survey courses and four junior level 

communication courses were invited to participate. A minimum of six and maximum of 

eight participants was needed for each of the eight focus group sessions.   The 

researcher conducted eight focus group sessions with a mixture of freshman, 

sophomores, juniors, and seniors.  There was no time limit for the focus duration, 

however the shortest focus group timed at 30 minutes, while the longest running focus 

group timed at 90 minutes.   
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Focus group students participated in sessions during school hours and on school 

campus.  Although the focus group meetings were held on campus during class hours, 

the researcher provided students with secure rooms for open and honest discussions. 

The researcher conducted eight focus group meetings from this pool of students.  

Data was gathered with approval of students of all focus groups.  An audiotape recorder 

was used to record the data, with the permission of the students.  The researcher 

followed a modified interview schedule for asking questions of focus group participants 

(see Appendix D).   

Table 3.1 

Focus group demographic information. 

Focus Group      Males        Females 

1   4  2 

2   5  2 

3   5  3 

4   1  5 

5   5  4 

6   3  3 

7   2  4 

8   3  4 

_______________________________ 

Five focus groups were held in classrooms, two of which met in the morning 

hours and three of which met in the early afternoon hours.  Three focus group sessions 
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met in an interview room, one of which met in the morning time, and two of which met in 

the afternoon.    

The researcher, as a trained moderator, facilitated conversation utilizing a 

schedule of questions (see Appendix  D for a complete list of questions) with tape 

recorder on.  The researcher modified the questionnaire four times before the final 

version used for the first focus group.  In addition, after the first focus group session, the 

researcher restructured the schedule of questions and added follow-up questions.  

Focus group interviews included discussions regarding the daily transactions of respect 

communication in the college classroom. 

The next description includes focus group procedures.  Each session began with 

procedures for executing the process.  First, the researcher thanked students for 

participating in the focus groups session and welcomed all students.  The researcher 

then distributed consent forms to each student and explained participant rights. At this 

point, the researcher gave each participant the opportunity to withdraw before asking 

the first question from the questionnaire.  All students participated for the duration.  

Next, the researcher gathered the consent forms and then explained that she would 

notify the winner of the $50.00 drawing.  Then, the researcher asked the first question of 

the modified schedule.   Each question followed with the researcher probing with follow 

up questions for more information and for clarification.  Sometimes, the researcher fell 

silent waiting for students’ discussion.  No group followed the same succession of 

questions from start to finish.  In fact, the researcher followed students’ leads with the 

topic of discussion but made sure that by the end of each session all questions were 

asked.  Finally, at the completion of each focus group session, the researcher ended by 
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providing students one last opportunity for saying anything else about respect 

communication in the classroom.    

An open-ended questionnaire was also used for data collection.  The researcher 

passed out 225 questionnaires to nine college classes with a return rate of 44 %.  The 

researcher offered students extra credit points and participation in the $50.00 drawing 

for completing a questionnaire.   

Questionnaires distributed among freshman, sophomores, juniors, and seniors 

reflected three broader questions than that of the focus group protocol.  The 

questionnaire asked:  1.  How do you understand respect in the college classroom?  2.  

How do you understand disrespect in the college classroom?  3.  How does respect 

communication in the classroom impact your learning?   Demographics of the student 

participation included 67 females and 33 males.  Of these 100 students the make up of 

students included 20 freshman, 19 sophomores, 25 juniors, and 36 seniors.    Ninety-

three students identified as between ages the 18 and 25.  Two students identified as 

ages 26 through 30, and five students identified as between the ages of 31 and 40. 

Grounded Theory Procedures 

In addition to focus group methodology for gathering data, this thesis used 

Strauss and Corbin’s (1990) grounded theory for analysis.  This method allows for the 

discovery of similar categories during the process of analysis.  This methodology begins 

with no assumptions or preset categories applied directly to the data.  Steps in 

analyzing the data streamline the process and assure the rigor of the process.     

Grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) provided a method for analyzing how 

students define respect and how students believe that respect in the classroom impacts 
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learning.  Grounded theory allowed for continuous analysis by using a process for 

comparing the data.  The process includes open coding, in vivo coding, axial coding, 

integration, and dimensionalization. Utilizing this constant comparative process for 

reviewing the data provides possibilities for capturing main categories that explicate 

theoretical relevance (Lindlof & Taylor, 2002).   

Step one, open coding, of the constant comparative process calls for unrestricted 

labeling of the data (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).  The researcher, upon first data collection 

of questionnaires, started the comparison process with the first questionnaire.  The 

researcher read the data as if a story, then read several others in the same way.  

Finally, the researcher noted distinct patterns emerging from the data.  The researcher 

then re-reviewed the first questionnaires and noted similar emerging categories.  The 

researcher underlined, circled, and made notes of these categories and continued the 

process of comparing the data of all 100 questionnaires. Upon completion of constant 

comparison analysis, the researcher filtered all 100 questionnaires through one more 

round of processing, which took approximately three hours.  At this point, several 

patterns and categories were noted, and the analysis continued with focus group data. 

The next part of the open coding process for this study included analysis of eight 

focus groups.  At this point, the researcher spent several hours transcribing and 

analyzing the data.  The following describes the rigorous steps taken during this step of 

the process.  First, the researcher transcribed focus group one data and while 

transcribing, noted emerging categories as necessary, and made notes along the way 

regarding distinct patterns of relationships within the data.  Students spoke for 45 

minutes on the first tape, however the transcription of the focus group took four hours 
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because of the analysis taking place simultaneously.  After the first focus group the data 

was transcribed and analyzed one time, then the researcher compared the focus group 

transcription with all 100 questionnaires.   Time of other focus groups included focus 

group two timed at 55 minutes, focus group three timed at 40 minutes, focus group four 

timed at 62 minutes, focus group five timed at 53 minutes, focus group six timed at 30 

minutes, focus group seven timed at 90 minutes, and focus group eight timed at 55 

minutes.  Following this, the researcher then compared category emergence of all the 

data searching for patterns and categories.  Subsequent groups were analyzed with the 

same rigorous process.    The goal for this step involved generating as many categories 

as possible.  In later steps, these were categories condensed into concepts.  

Step two, in vivo coding, actually takes place at the same time of the process of 

open coding.  In vivo coding is the process of identifying language that is so descriptive 

that the language gets used as part of the theoretical concept.  The researcher 

identified some categories through the invivo coding that researched used in the final 

category naming.  For instance, the following student data used as category names 

included, reciprocal, self-esteem, and interpersonal.  The researcher realized, during 

integration analysis, that these students’ words best described the patterns and 

relationships of respect communication in the college classroom. 

Step three, axial coding, involves integration and dimensionalization.  This 

involved combining categories from the open coding process and creating more 

definitional dense concepts.  During this final stage of analysis, the review of concepts 

includes studying the multidimensions of each concept.  This identifies as an important 

analysis process for fleshing out the theoretical relevance of the data (Strauss & Corbin, 
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1990).   The researcher began this process by studying the 190 categories that were 

initially coded and identifying main categories in which the 190 could collapse.  The 

process of this included identifying and integrating these relationships between codes 

and combining similar categories into these relationships served as this next step.  The 

researcher not only studied the 190 categories, but also re-reviewed the raw data from 

the questionnaires and the focus groups.  From this back and forth analysis, the 

researcher identified eleven possible categories: (1) continuum, (2) student self respect, 

(3) student-teacher respect, (4) student-student respect, (5) student-department 

respect, (6) student-university respect, (7) global-classroom respect, (8) learning, (9) 

motivation, (10) environment, and (11) reciprocal. Not all of the 190 categories 

collapsed into the 11 categories, though the vast majority did collapse.  The results 

section elaborated on the breakdown process.   

Finally, the researcher filtered the data through the dimensionalization process.  

The researcher spent a considerable amount of time in better understanding how these 

eleven categories related with each other.  Researcher compared the nine with 190 

categories and also with the raw data.  This process proved difficult for the researcher 

because no linear process emerged.  What the researcher finally found existed in the 

ongoing process where all the nine concepts become affected by others and have 

effects on the other categories.  This particular step included identifying the varying 

dimensions of each of the nine concepts.  The results section of this study specifies and 

shows the expansion of each category. 

This step completes the grounded theory by processing the concepts that reveal 

theoretical salience by identifying, developing, and relating the emerging concepts of 
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this research. Grounded theory as the method for analyzing the data provided a tool for 

categorical creation of concepts leading to theoretical relevance. 

Summary 

This section of the study explained the process the researcher followed for 

obtaining participants, gathering data, and procedures for both.  This section provided a 

detailed account of researcher’s rigorous process of Strauss and Corbin’s (1990) 

grounded theory procedure for analyzing the data.
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

Introduction 

This chapter describes the results of the research regarding students’ 

perceptions about respect and its communication components in the college classroom.   

Discussion of the chapter includes the initial open coding process and the emerging 

categories.  Each of the concepts were filtered through the constant comparison 

process and developed into various dimensions and categories.  After breaking down 

the data though constant comparison, the analysis yielded a model of respect in the 

classroom and 11 main categories. This chapter explains each of these in further detail.   

Data Analysis Results 

Open Coding/In Vivo Coding 

Step 1 and Step 2 of grounded theory, open coding and invivo coding, serves as 

a constant comparative process, which calls for unrestricted analysis of the, data, and 

utilizing specific student language in the final category development respectively.  For 

example, if a student uses the specific word “interpersonal,” the researcher uses that 

exact word in the final main category list.  This process yielded 190 concepts (Table 

4.1) with the goal of utilizing as many concepts as possible. In an attempt of making 

data more manageable, the researcher utilized Strauss and Corbin’s (1990) typology for 

open coding.  The goal of open coding includes generating unlimited concepts that 

eventually develop into fewer categories.  Strauss and Corbin developed a typology for 

breaking down the data set into manageable data.  This researcher-developed typology 

includes: functions, activities, influences, relationships, context, influences, and 
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outcomes (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 57).  The researcher analyzed each piece of data 

with close scrutiny and organized data into the typology. 

Table 4.1 
Unrestricted concepts of data into Strauss and Corbin’s (1990) labels of functions, 
activities, influences, outcomes, and relationships.  
 

Function/Activities/Influences 
of students and teachers 

Relationships  Outcomes for students 

Not allowing people to talk Student Distracting 
Attacking Teacher Negative atmosphere 
Cheating Peer Positive atmosphere 
Whispering People Learning 
Snide remarks Others in class Not learning 
Not go to class Participants Frustration 
Talk out turn Teaching assistant Waste 
Class discussion Professor Interferes 
Authority Class Grade effected 
Caring Department Not learning 
Straight forward All others Learning a lot 
Mean Person sitting 

beside me 
Frustrated and  don’t learn 

Interesting All together Respectful then learn 
Compassionate Eventually the class Environment good I’ll learn 

Eager All of us Angry 
Excited We all Low grades 
Very intriguing Give and take Good grades 
Reliable Turn taking Don’t do the work 
Very bright Two-way street Decided not to attend class 
Older Both ways Hate learning 
Younger Dual  They teacher and I learn 
Personable Mutual Make learning interesting 
Knowledgeable Together Love the learning 
Pay attention Both  
Be to class on time Self  
No interrupting Feel about myself 
Turn off cell phone Self-esteem 
Turn off pager Their own 
Disrespectful behaviors Relationship with 

self 
Effective running class My feelings 

 
(table continues) 
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Table 4.1 (con’t.) 

Function/Activities/Influences 
of students and teachers 

Relationships  Outcomes for students 

Rules Know yourself 
Kind words How I feel 
Positive attitude About me 
Negative attitude Process 
Boundaries Standard 
Good classroom etiquette They should do 
Interaction Students tell 
Conversation Teacher said 
Communication We should do 
Asking We should say 
Raise hand Respecting others 
Waiting Gaining respect 
Smiling They are respectful
Telling Two-way mirror 
Can show them No respect  
Think about self Back and forth 
Less intelligent Do it to get it 
Smart, not smart Better be both 
The way department treats The better show it 

first 
Fairly intelligent Circular 
Intelligent I got it, then can 

have it 
Whether appropriate or 
inappropriate behavior 

Favorites, not 
favorites 

Regular, not regular Circular 
Favorites, not favorites Reciprocity 
Respectful behaviors Reciprocal 
 Initially mutual 
 Returned 
 Given 
 Self 
 No self-esteem 
 Little self-esteem 
 Student and 

teacher 
 Teaching assistant 

–student 
 Professor-student 

(table continues) 
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Table 4.1 (con’t.) 

Function/Activities/Influences 
of students and teachers 

Relationships  Outcomes for students 

 Student and 
professor 

 Teacher and 
student 

 How they treat me 
 Me to them 
 What they say to 

me 
 Teacher to student 
 Student to teacher 
 On to the other 
 Back and forth 

between the 
authority and 
student 

 If they talk to me 
 All the professors 

 The department 
 The faculty and the 

staff 
 Advisor 
 Not only the 

teachers 
 Not return calls 
 No response of e-

mails 
 Rude in the office 
 Can’t remember my 

name 
 Department people
 Within my major 
 The chair and all 

them 
 University 
 School 
 Dean 
 Registrar 
 The whole bunch 
 All the school 

(table continues) 
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Table 4.1 (con’t.) 

Function/Activities/Influences 
of students and teachers 

Relationships  Outcomes for students 

 School name 
 College 
 Campus 
 Not all departments
 Including the school 

mentality 
 Good and bad 

behavior 
 Mean it or not 
 Helpful or not 
 Both of us 
 Between the two of 

us 
  One to the other 
 Me to them 
 How they treat me 
 One to the other 
 Average 
 Smart not smart 
 Interesting, not 

interesting 
  

  From analysis of the questionnaires and focus groups, the data revealed these 

190 concepts and categories listed above.  More specifically, the language in which 

students engaged revealed the following tentative categories, which emerged in the 

open coding process: (1) discussion of respect by way of continuum (2) self-respect 

relationships; (3) student-teacher relationship ; (4) student-student relationship; (5) 

student-department relationship; (6) student-university; (7) global-classroom respect 

respect; (8) learning implication; (9) motivation; (10) environment; and (11) reciprocal.  

After detailed scrutiny, the researcher noted that categories identified were not mutually 

exclusive.  For example, a sentence might express more than one of the categories and 

therefore, the sentence provides evidence for showing existence of other categories.  
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The researcher dissected the data and brought about these categories, while specific 

student voice narrated these descriptions in the following report of the coding process. 

Axial Coding 

Step three, axial coding, involving integration and dimensionalization, which 

further pared down the categories.  Integration combined categories from the open 

coding process and invivo coding process for more dense definition of concepts.  The 

axial coding process combined the initial concepts from open coding that created fewer 

categories. Constant comparison of each category occurred through analysis of 

questionnaires and focus groups, until each filtered through the process.  Further 

analysis of the 190 categories indicates that respect includes multiple categories  

This analysis occurred through constant comparison of all concepts, categories 

and complete data set based on Strauss and Corbin’s (1990) typology.  The researcher 

analyzed data as a whole. Then, any word, line, thought, or concept that emerged, was 

researcher fit it into one of the listed typology labels.  Once the researcher re-

constructed the data into the typology, the researcher then reviewed each typology 

searching for patterns, concepts, categories, or fragments of data in attempting sense 

making of the data.  Next, the 190 concepts collapsed into categories based on 

similarity of words, sentences, or any thoughts where similar meaning existed.  The 

following paragraphs explicate analysis of the 11 categories. 

Discussion of respect as occurring on a continuum emerged as a major category.  

Students, in every case, discussed their respect or disrespect for a person using an 

either/or, neither/nor type language.  This led the researcher in the direction of 

continuum for describing the way students’ discuss respect in the classroom.  Student 
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voice explicated this similarity of meaning by discussing respect with continuum 

language.  This is the most evident category because each piece of data reflected that 

students discussed the phenomenon utilizing continuum language.   

Even more evident, students described respect in the college classroom in terms 

of different relationships.  The relationships included; self-respect relationships; student-

student relationship; student-teacher relationship (sub-categories credibility, power, and 

teacher characteristics); student-department relationship; and student-university.  Once 

the researcher identified this discussion of relationships in the typology, the researcher 

then re-reviewed the focus group and questionnaire data for verifying these 

relationships.  The researcher found that students discuss respect as a “me”, “them,” 

“us” and “them,” “we,” and additional relationship oriented.  This being noted, the 

researcher then re-reviewed the entire data set searching for relationships that students 

identified.  The researcher filtered each of these 11 categories through the same 

process.  Another category, global-classroom respect, emerged from the typology data.  

Students often spoke of the class as a whole, and the existence of respect in the 

classroom based on students’ perceptions of the class. Again, for assuring this category 

label, the researcher re-reviewed all the data in comparison with the typology.   Four 

other categories emerged from the typology listing and verified with re-review of all data 

and these included, learning implication; motivation; environment; and reciprocal.  The 

category, reciprocal, was initially labeled as two different words.  One label was 

reciprocal and another label was transactional.  After further analysis of data, 

researcher found that both words used for describing the same process.  Both actually 

described an exchange, a “back and forth” process, and, therefore after re-reviewing the 
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entire data set, the researcher combined the data and labeled it as reciprocal.  The 

researcher felt confident of category labels, and therefore the researcher re-reviewed 

the data for student narratives.  These student narratives further explain each of the 

labels. The following description of analysis provides details open-coding and student 

narratives. The condensed categories from the integration analysis yielded 11 

categories (Table 4.2).  Each will be discussed next.   

Table 4.2 
The 190 concepts condensed into 11 main categories. 

(1) discussion of respect by way of continuum 

(2) self-respect relationship 

(3) student-teacher relationship 

(4) student-student relationship 

(5) student-department relationship 

(6) student-university 

(7) global-classroom respect 

(8) learning implication 

(9) motivation 

(10) environment 

(11) reciprocal 

 
Category (1) Continuum 

Analysis found that students described respect based on behaviors that are in 

constant motion.  The data showed that students discuss this phenomenon utilizing 

descriptions of behaviors for re-creating their lived experiences.  The description 

characteristic of behaviors created the continuum as a category and set in motion the 
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positioning along the respect continuum.  Taken from the list, the researcher noted the 

unfolding of a continuum for participants of the process.  The data of the open-coding 

process suggested continuum situates in Table 4.3. 

 Table 4.3 
 Category (1) Continuum with open coding concepts depicting the category. 

Continuum 

Less-intelligent 
More-intelligent 

Intelligent 
Good and bad 

One way or another 
Favorites, not favorites 

Whether appropriate or inappropriate behavior 
Paying attention, no interrupting 

Positive attitude, negative attitude 
Very reliable, reliable 

Caring, not caring 
Listening, not listening 
Regular, not regular 

Interaction, no go to class 
Knowledgeable, less intelligent 

Not allowing people to talk, class discussion 
Mean, compassionate 
Waiting, talk out of turn 

 

Students’ used language that mirrored a continuum of respect and disrespect based on 

respectful and disrespectful behaviors.  Discussion of the following categories describes 

how students traverse respect communication in the class utilizing continuum language. 

Category (2) Self Relationship 

Respect for self.   The data suggested that respect for self served as a somewhat 

obvious category with descriptions and definitions that build this category. Students, 

when discussing respect in the classroom, discussed identity of their own self.  Table 

4.4 reveals the language that students used for describing respect for self.  Several 
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students, in their narratives, discussed the importance of respect for self as an 

important component.   For the student, this factor of self emerged as an ongoing 

component of respect in the college classroom.  The situation described by numerous 

students includes the following: 

 Table 4.4 
 Category (2) Self-Respect with open coding concepts depicting the category. 

Self Relationship 

Self 
Feel about myself 

Self-esteem 
Their own 
My own 

Relationship with self 
My feelings 

Know yourself. 
How I feel 
About me 

No self-esteem 
Little self-esteem 

 

Students reported that respect for self affected the notion of respect in the classroom.  

For example, one student expressed that people in the classroom should, “respect 

others and self.”  Another junior stated that, “I think how students feel about the 

themselves makes a big difference in their respect in the classroom.”  Another student 

elaborated with, “for myself, my math class, I just had felt that badly about myself 

because I didn’t know math.  So what happened?  I didn’t respect the class, so I didn’t 

take part and I even missed class a lot.”  These students use their own voices for 

describing that respect for self combines as a component of classroom respect.  

In addition, students discussed that their own degree of respect impacts their 

degree of respect for others in the classroom. This student voiced that self-esteem 
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impacted degree of respect assigned to others. For example, one student said that, “if 

students don’t respect themselves how can they respect anyone else in the room, 

basically if we disrespect ourselves we’ll do it to others too.” This student articulated that 

this category of self-respect impacts the every day interactions within the 

communicative process of respect. 

One other example regarding self as a continuum gets clearly articulated from a 

focus group participant,  “I tend not to do that very much, you know participate.  I think 

that other students need to talk more, not to say that I’m more intelligent than everybody 

else, but a lot of the time I know what’s going on.  I pick up on things quickly.” This 

senior set the continuum as intelligent and less intelligent.  He believed that he might be 

more intelligent than his peers might be and so his behavior reflected his respect for 

self.  He behaved respectfully, according to his perceptions, that by not participating he 

was allowing other students ample opportunity for learning and this was respectful. The 

evidence indicated that a movement along the continuum seemed based on the 

students’ perceptions of self. 

Category (3) Student-Teacher Relationship 

Students vocalized that student-teacher relationships exist as a major component 

of the respect process.  Table 4.5 depicts the data reported by students that describes 

this category. 
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Table 4.5 
Category (3) Student-Teacher Respect with open coding concepts depicting the 
category. 

Student-Teacher Relationship 

Student and teacher 
Teaching assistant –student 

Professor-student 
Student and professor 

Both of us 
Teacher and student 
How they treat me 

Me to them 
What they say to me 
Teacher to student 
Student to teacher 

On to the other 
Between the two of us 

Back and forth between the authority and 
student 

If they talk to me 
 

As this examination of concepts indicates the researcher found that students discussed 

respect within the context of the student-teacher relationship.  Specific narration that 

further specified the student-teacher concept indicated as such.  One student noted 

that, “students choose to do any number of tactics to show teachers degrees of respect 

and disrespect.”  Another student echoed, “I personally used all these tactics to show 

some degree of respect and disrespect to the teacher.”  A senior student stated that, 

“my definition of respect in the classroom is reciprocal between the student and the 

teacher.” This narrative shows that students believe respect takes place in the 

relationship between teacher and student.  The students identified that student-teacher 

relationships serve as an important part of the process of respect in the college 

classroom. The same student followed this statement with an anecdote describing the 

student-teacher relationship.   
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 I had one class this semester, one of my more difficult ones, that he  
ended every class with, “Thank you for your time and attention ladies and  
gentlemen, and I look forward to seeing you all again next week.”  I greatly  
appreciated the simple respect in that tone, of that one sentence. 
 

These descriptions of student-teacher relationships in the classroom emerged as a 

category that demonstrated a description of the respect process.  The category 

developed according to the thoughts, terms, and words that students used in describing 

the phenomenon. 

In addition, the data suggests an overlap of relationships.   Several students 

indicated that self-respect impacted the overall degree of respect in the classroom.  The 

following narrative represents that respect goes beyond self-respect and overlaps with 

other relationships.  For instance, a senior student stated the following, which 

exemplified the overlap of relationships of respect in the classroom. 

…you that I know I’m not a department crony, it’s not like I’m all smart or a whiz 
at stuff…it’s like I’m a regular old joe, I don’t really care because I like this school 
it’s better than where I came from.  They helped me get money so that I could be 
a full-time student.  Even if I don’t really respect the teacher, I like the school so I 
go to class as much as I need and listen, but really you know there’s no need for 
answering questions, you know what I mean. 
 

This one student voiced his experience regarding his respect toward self and 

overlapping relationships of respect that exist as well.  The narrative also indicated that 

the student had less respect for the teacher, department, and university because he 

said, “even if I don’t really respect the teacher,” and “I’m not a department crony,” and, 

“they helped me get money so that I could be a full-time student.” His comment about 

his intelligence indicated self-respect as a factor of the process when he stated, “it’s not 

like I’m all smart…just a regular joe.”  This example indicated an obvious overlap of 

respect continua. For example, student-teacher, student-department, student-university, 
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as well as the self continuum.  This student relayed a communal sense and that self-

respect includes as a part of the respect process.   

More specific to the self-respect category, the data indicates that students speak 

about the student-teacher relationship in continuum language.  For example, this 

student stated that his own intelligence as “it’s not like I’m all smart” and “I’m just a 

regular old joe.”  This thought indicated that the student placed himself at about the 

middle of the continuum because he identified his average grades, what he made in his 

classes, and his own behavior as average.  Therefore, his relationship with self, as 

noted by where he placed himself on the continuum represented an average degree of 

respect based on his behaviors. The elements that students voiced by describing self-

esteem include, “my own self,” “their own selves,” “how you feel about self,” “you know 

the inside of me,” “my own attitude,” “not smart,” “smart,” and “fairly intelligent.”  Thus, 

this student account reveals that the respect relationships overlap in daily interactions of 

classroom dynamics.  

More students’ accounts described the student-teacher relationship further.  For 

example, a junior student said, “teachers and students are responsible for respect in the 

classroom,” another added, “depends on how we all act towards each other.”  Other 

students’ general descriptions included, “both act,” “mutual behaviors,” “teachers too 

and myself included,” and “follow the teacher’s lead.” 

More specifically, though, students recounted stories of incidents that 

represented the student-teacher relational continuum.  This following narrative 

represented the disrespect end of the continuum,  

my [A] teacher was horrible.  Most of the class had little respect for him.  He 
didn’t show up for class often, didn’t follow the syllabus well, his lectures were 
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haphazardly structured and very little of the test material was covered in class.  I 
found it hard to pay attention during class.  On some days, several students 
(myself included) would get fed up and walk out during lectures.  I didn’t learn 
much. 
 

This specific example provided evidence that supported that students use continuum 

language for describing the student-teacher respect relationship.  The student stated 

that he disrespected the teacher.  Then, the student listed perceived teacher behaviors 

regarding respect toward student, “didn’t show up for class, didn’t follow syllabus,” and 

“lectures were haphazard.”  The student then assigned a degree of disrespect for 

teacher based on the perceived disrespectful behaviors of the teacher.  In addition, the 

student also noted reciprocity in transaction of behaviors regarding attendance that 

represented students’ assigned degree of respect for teacher. 

One other example represented a different degree of respect in a student-

teacher relationship. This general studies major stated,  

 I think respect is easiest to give when given to you as a student.  For  
instance in recitation for [I] class, A. was respectful to each of us.  She was never 
short or rude and was always willing to help us out.  Therefore it was easy to 
respect her and whatever rules we needed to follow in the class.  I have had 
other TA’s who are not respectful to their students.  They are very harsh with 
rules and not very understanding to their students.  It’s as if they have so quickly 
forgotten what it’s like to be a student in college. 
 

This student narrative clearly exemplifies the student-teacher relationship based on 

degree of respect.  The student-teacher data revealed teacher behaviors in transactions 

represented teacher respect/disrespect. The analysis of this data indicated that students 

and teachers communicate the respect/disrespect relational aspects of their interactions 

based on respectful and disrespectful behaviors. These behaviors included teacher 

credibility, power, and teacher characteristics. 
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The next sub-categories described appeared in the data as teachers’ behaviors 

that cause students’ change of degree of respect for teacher.  The researcher noted as 

important in the process respect in the classroom because the concepts repeated in the 

data frequently. 

Teacher Credibility 

The most obvious of the categories surfaced included teacher credibility, which 

includes components of “knowledge,” “caring,” and “trustworthiness.” The data 

suggested those student reports of respect/disrespect behavior identified as facts of 

credibility of the teacher.  Students exhibited that for them, teachers who exhibit 

extensive knowledge about the subject deserve more respect.  The teacher 

demonstrated behaviors such as, “not reading notes and giving plenty of examples.”  

One junior student exemplified the knowledge by saying, “I’ve always respected elders 

or teachers (even if they are younger), because they contain knowledge.”  Other 

students said that, “the teacher was very bright,” “certainly mastering the subject,” and 

“definitely if I’m going to respect them they must know the material,” “and also if the 

teacher takes the subject matter seriously and can teach it, I respect them.”  Another 

student noted knowledge by saying that,  

I had a TA who always put pages and pages of notes on the overhead every day 
straight from the book.  She never really could answer questions, “I’ll get back to 
you.”  Eventually the class hated her.  There were always snide, under-the-
breath remarks made.  I hated going to that class.  Therefore my grade was 
affected. 
 

It appears that students assign a greater degree of respect for a teacher if the teacher 

appears knowledgeable.  Students perceived that teachers who could not answer 
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questions about the subject, who read from overheads, who couldn’t answer questions, 

and who couldn’t connect the material as not knowledgeable.   

Further discussion about teacher credibility includes not only “knowledge,” but 

also teacher caring. Students described this caring as,  “caring,” “cared,” “interested in,” 

“concerned with,” “could care less,” “nonattentive,” they don’t care,” “they care,” “they 

care enough,” “didn’t pay attention,” and “cared less.”  This component of credibility 

emerged many times specifically with the word caring.  Students strongly attached 

caring behaviors with teacher respect.  As one student story revealed, caring carried 

much weight in her decision for respecting teacher.  “In my experience with respect in 

my classes, if teachers don’t care about me, then I don’t much care about them.”   

At this point in the focus group the researcher asked the student if she would 

elaborate on “care” with a specific example.  The student continued,  

oh sure I had a teacher who didn’t care about my needs as a student, that 
sometimes it was necessary to talk to other students in the class during lecture, 
you know like to ask for pencil or what did the teacher say or what page, or stuff 
like that.  It all started with the syllabus that I received from one teacher who 
stated that if there is any talking then the person will automatically be removed 
from the classroom.  I thought nothing of it until a girl down the row asked for a 
pencil.  I clearly heard her so he must have too.  Well, he kicked her out of the 
class for that none-the-less.  She did not return to class since.  All she wanted 
was a pencil, she needed a pencil and the professor did not care he was way too 
strict. 
 

The narrative that this student provided serves as an example about not caring in the 

classroom and that this lack of caring was interpreted as disrespectful.  The next 

example represents students’ perceptions as a factor of respect, based on teacher 

caring. 

I was fortunate enough to have a teacher I greatly respect this semester for a 
class.  She was organized, friendly and helpful to everyone in the classroom.  
She made me enjoy learning the material due to her enthusiasm and the ways 
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that the she cared for us.  My learning was also impacted, but this time in a 
positive way.  I did well on the tests because she taught the material so well.  I 
enjoyed coming to class and reading outside of the class.  I dreaded taking this 
class before it started, but once I began the class, I loved it.  I have great respect 
for A. 
 

This student provided evidence by using the word “caring” just as so many other 

students described in the focus groups.  These vivid examples provided a lived 

experience for helping the researcher better understand “caring” in the classroom.  

Apparently, students use caring behaviors as a measurement for assigning degree of 

respect for teacher that reflected movement along the respect continuum. 

In addition to “knowledge” and “caring,” there is also “trustworthiness,” and  as a 

factor of teacher credibility, students discussed trustworthiness in relation to teacher 

credibility.  In other words, the character of the teacher identified as important in 

determining respect.  One senior student said, “if I don’t trust the teacher, then I really 

won’t respect them.”  Other words used to describe trustworthiness included, “integrity,” 

“trusted,” “credit,” “the character of the professor,” “truthful,” “telling the truth,” “stick with 

syllabus,” “relied on them,” “dependable,” “worthy of trust,” “and tell the truth.”  These 

words emerged numerous times in the data and indicated that students perceived 

trustworthiness as a contributing factor of respect in the college classroom.   

One specific example indicated this as,  

trust to me is important.  I have to trust that the teacher will follow the syllabus, 
be consistent , like if the professor is nice all the time, that they stay consistent.  
If they turn and start being mean, then I can’t trust them anymore.  Oh and also I 
trust their grading ways that they grade us all the time. 
 

At this point, the researcher asked if the student had anything else to add.  The student 

replied, “yep…if the teacher doesn’t know the material then I don’t trust them.” Students 
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discussed accounts of perceived teacher behaviors and whether those behaviors 

reflected teacher “knowledge,” “caring,” “trustworthiness,” and respect.  

Power 

One other behavior students defined as that which moves along a continuum 

reflected the use of power.  Students perceived that teachers either appropriately used 

or misused power in the classroom.  Examples of appropriate use of power, as 

perceived by students include, “appropriate authority,” “students obey authority,” 

“teacher set rules,” “professor set boundaries,” “authority enforces rules,” “teachers 

must control class,” “simple rules,” “rules help me know,” “need boundaries,” “teacher 

responsibility for setting behavior boundaries,” “and students need rules.”  For many 

instances within the data, students equated appropriate use of power with establishing 

boundaries for class. 

The data revealed students’ perceive teachers’ power behaviors as that which 

moves the degrees of respect for teacher.  This statement from a focus group serves as 

a prime example.   

 In one class that I had, the teacher staged a power struggle between  
student and teacher regarding the student’s grade on a research paper.  Both 
student and teacher went back and forth with insulting comments.  They were 
yelling at each other.  The teacher asked the student to leave room.  Since we 
students did not know that this was an example to be discussed in class, we all 
felt sick about what happened.  While they were outside we talked about how 
both acted badly.   
 
When probed further, the researcher asked the students about their degree of 

respect for both teacher and student, based on this example.  Another student said that, 

“before that occurred I had a great deal of respect for the teacher, but that the teacher’s 

behaviors caused me to re-think that degree of respect.”  Further, the female student 
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stated that her “ respect behaviors from that point would be different because I no 

longer had respect for the teacher.”  The male student also noted that, “the power thing 

was misused by both and seemed as being disrespectful to each other and that if power 

was not used appropriately, could cause students to respond with disrespectful 

behaviors.” 

Teacher Personal Characteristics 

Students’ narratives described other behaviors that explained respect in the 

classroom.  These other behaviors included teacher characteristics.  Students identified 

attire as a respectful/disrespectful behavior.  Attire of teacher did matter in assigning 

respect to a teacher.  The data revealed that some students perceived that a teacher 

exhibited respect toward students by dressing appropriately for class.  For example, 

“dress right,” “how they look matters,” “grungy,” “rolled out of bed,” “wrinkled,” “clothes 

should fit,” “dress better than students,” “cleavage distracting,” “tight jeans distracting,” 

shorts very inappropriate,” and “smell and look like out all night.”  These students 

indicated that clothing and looks mattered for respecting teacher.  One prime example 

of this, J. stated,  

…in my [a] class, the teacher offended me every day, it was so hard to listen to 
what she was saying because she wore clothes that just didn’t say, hey I know 
my stuff.  Instead, her wrinkled tee-shirt with the sleeves cut off and jeans it 
looked like she never washed up, and her clothes took over her whole lecture.  
She just didn’t fit that way I thought a teacher should dress, I felt that she 
disrespect me with her clothes every single day.  I tried to get past it so that I 
could learn, but when I go to other classes and teachers wear dress casual and 
even in jeans, I respect them more.  I don’t mind listening to someone who 
dresses appropriately. 
 
Further probing of the data also suggested that other students place no value on 

the attire of teacher.  Other students expressed that attire made no difference in 
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respecting the teacher or not.  A junior student shared a story that represented other 

students’ notions of attire in the classroom.  He said that,  

so what. Teachers can dress anyway they want, I don’t care.  As long as the 
teacher he knows what he’s talking about.  If he knows the subject enough to 
teach me then he can come dressed any way he pleases.  But if the teacher 
doesn’t know shit and comes dressed with tacky clothes yeah then that teacher 
won’t get my respect, look bad and sound bad, not good. 
 

This example showed that not all students believed that attire is important for assigning 

degrees of respect for teacher.  This student still listened and had no problem with the 

way his/her teachers dressed.  However, these students not assigning degree of 

respect based on attire admitted that if the teacher did not exhibit knowledge of the 

subject matter, then attire did make a difference.  Even though not all students 

perceived dress behaviors as respectful or disrespectful, enough students voiced these 

re-lived experiences as valid evidence for discussing. 

Category (4) Student-Student Relationship 

 Table 4.6 
Category (4) Student-Student Respect with open coding concepts depicting the 
category. 

Student-Student Relationship 

Student 
Peer 

People 
Others in class 

Participants 
Person sitting beside me 

All together 
Eventually the class 

All of us 
We all 

Give and take 
Turn taking 

Two-way street 
Respecting others 
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Student-Student Relationship 

Back and forth 
Circular 

Returned 
Given 

How they treat me 
Me to them 

One to the other 
How they treat me 
One to the other 

 

The next category that emerged from the data formed as a student-student 

relationship.  Students voiced that respect for peers exemplified as a communicative 

process in the classroom,” as portrayed in Table 4.6 above.  Also, the students 

described the student-student relationship intermingling with the respect of self as a 

category.  From data of students’ understanding of respect in the classroom emerged 

the relationship of student-student in their communication of the phenomenon.  

Students reported behavioral involvement that communicated various degrees of 

respect from students’ perceptions about other students.  Student statements 

exemplifying this data included the following, one student stated, “students have very 

little respect for one another.”  If a comment is made that opposes or contradicts the 

thoughts of another student, there is no hesitation in retaliation, rebuttal, and even 

rebuke.”  A senior student discussed an example of this student to student 

communication as,  

this one guy he comes in late. He is most annoying, loud, and you know and he 
says such stereotypical things that the rest of us talk about him where he can 
hear us hoping that he’ll get the message and shut up.  I don’t know I guess he 
did because he dropped the class.  Frankly I had no respect for this student. 
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This example represented how students transact respect back and forth with each 

other.  Furthermore, a sophomore told the following story that represents much of what 

other students voiced in the data.  She said,  

There is one student, well we meet twice a week and, she always  
leaves at 11:30 a.m. and the class is from 11-12:20 p.m.  Her boyfriend or 
whatever will come to the door and the doors are facing the students.  He’ll open 
one of the doors and look around, and she’ll get her stuff and leave.  And this 
happens all the time.  It’s like her lunch date and she leaves.  Even if she doesn’t 
care for her own education, she could at least respect the rest of us, this is very 
annoying and distracting every single class period. 
 

This narrative clearly represents how respect, or in this case disrespect, can develop in 

student-student relationships.  The student relaying the story assigns a lesser degree of 

respect for the student whom leaves early, and the student perceived that the one who 

left every day disrespected the whole class.  Several participants reported that student-

student relationships serve as a component of respect in the classroom with a 

relationship of students’ respect for each other.   

In addition, students described this relationship using continuum language.  For 

example, a thought from one student, “oh my gosh other students’ words,” while another 

exclaimed, “oh he made me so mad by talking in class,” and yet other shared similar 

anecdotes of, “this guy disrespected us because he would bring in his own 

unresearched opinions into class“ and,  “the respectful behavior of the students makes 

a difference.”   These re-lived student moments reflect the continuum language students 

use in discussing student-student relationships within the process of respect 

communication. Moreover, their dichotomous description of respect and disrespect 

based on respectful and disrespectful behaviors further describes the continuum. Other 

students similarly described the continuum as,  “students should obey the teacher and 
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follow the rules, not make up their own and disrespect the teacher.”  In addition, a male 

senior articulated that notion of student-student language continuum, stating, 

If you took our class with student   A., you would know that the student who 
would go on and on.  Oh my gosh would [the teacher] not hear us saying, we 
would always, like the three of us say here he goes again off on one of his talking 
marathons, talk, talk, talk, one of his stupid examples and under my breath, 
maybe I was being disrespectful to [the teacher], but I would just be like gosh. 
 

Discussing the same story, another student added,  

I think the worst part of it was the cursing, it was just fuck this, shit that, and [the 
teacher] did not do anything.  And there was a couple of times where I felt he 
was crossing that line, he was.  I mean we have an open climate there in our 
classroom, pretty much anything goes in that classroom but I really did feel 
upset.  I felt it among other people, the vibe that well he kinda was bad there.  
His comments were not educational, they were stereotypical, and not 
constructive and usually repetitive.  He was getting on peoples nerves. 
 

The two students disrespected the student based on his bad behaviors that they 

perceived as representing disrespect.  In addition, the other end of the continuum they 

established by describing class participation as either constructive or not constructive.  

A.’s cursing, apparently, fell into the not constructive category.  Therefore, based on A.’s 

unfavorable behaviors, the students placed their degree of respect further down the 

continuum toward disrespect. This narrative, along with other evidence, established the 

student-student relationship based on continuum language use.  As these accounts 

revealed, students use various descriptions of behaviors for describing respect in the 

classroom within student-student interactions. 

Category (5) Student-Department Relationship 

In addition, students described another relationship salient in the communication 

of respect in the classroom as a student-department relationship in the classroom.  

Students’ described that the department’s behaviors impacted the students’ respectful 
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behaviors.  The examples of this category exemplified movement of respect based on 

students’ perceptions of department respectful behaviors.  These students’ statements, 

summarized in Table 4.7, describe this notion.   

Table 4.7 
Category (5) Student-Department with open coding concepts depicting category. 

Student-Department Relationship 

All the professors 
The department 

The faculty and the staff 
Advisor 

Not only the teachers 
Not return calls 

No response of e-mails 
Rude in the office 

Can’t remember my name 
Department people 

Within my major 
The chair and all them 

 

Students not only described respectful and disrespectful behaviors in general, but also 

provided rich narratives for explaining the generality.  One student vocalized, “that the 

whole department needs help,” while another stated, “the professors seemed 

uninterested,” and another student said, “the department’s attitude - when they show 

favorites you can tell.”  Further detailing this student department notion, a senior stated 

that  

every time I go to a certain department, I always have trouble finding someone 
who can actually help advise me.  All the information I receive is different and I 
just don’t know what to do.  The classes I take within this department I see as a 
joke because well if no one can help you how can they teach you.  I laugh to 
myself when the professor says our department this and our department that 
talking about how organized and user friendly they are.  Frankly, I go to class, but 
choose not to participate, she probably sees me roll my eyes and yawn a lot and 
I really don’t care if she does.  I want her to know just how little respect I have for 
her class and the department. 
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Also, this narrative indicated that the student attached disrespect to the teacher as well 

as the department, and class. 

Another continuum described by students included student-department.  This 

student-department category emerged from the data by numerous accounts of students’ 

descriptions of the flow of respect communication.  The data revealed that students’ 

behaviors used in re-living these memories comes about with words describing good 

behaviors or bad behaviors.   

In my major, the [department] is o.k. but sometimes the things they do just really 
make me disrespect them.  Well….you know the teaching assistants act kind of 
like they are professors.  Some are fine, but others just have that way of talking 
down and acting like they know it all but then if you listen to their conversations 
they are not all that…well you know as… 
 

Another student interrupts and adds information of,  

I know what you mean, but the teaching assistants aren’t the whole department.  
My [department] is great, they go out of their way to make sure that we have 
what we need.   
 

At this point the researcher asked, “ what were these needs?”  The student stated, 

well you know we have to be advised and all that, the advisor is great, she knows 
it all, and if classes are full we majors can maybe still get in.  Oh, and what I 
really like is that I can go see the professor in his office and he’ll help me with my 
work, oh yeah last week I was working on a research paper for another teacher 
and she spent an hour helping me with my paper, and she was the teaching 
assistant. 
 

 The other student came back with, 

well I don’t appreciate being treated so disrespectfully by the whole bunch and I 
don’t mind letting them know how I feel about them and so what if I do it in class, 
at least they know. 
 

This exchange between two students regarding department behavior offered fascinating 

data for analysis.  First, the exchange indicated that both students assigned a degree of 
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respect or disrespect toward the department.  One student suggested less respect for 

the department, while the other obviously placed greater degree of respect for the 

department.  These student accounts established this notion of a continuum because of 

the favorable and unfavorable dichotomy of descriptions used.  For example, “advisor 

great-they disrespect,” “being helpful-talking down,” and “respectful acts-being 

disrespectful.”  Interactions with department representatives can influence perceptions 

of respect for the department and in the classroom.  Based on these behaviors, one 

student assigned respect, while the other assigned a degree of disrespect.  Second, to 

describe that degree of respect, both students immediately gave examples of their 

perceptions of department behavior in describing the assigned degrees of respect and 

disrespect for teacher. 

Third, with the continuum of student-department relationship established, the 

next observance of data that emerged finds that students represented their own degree 

of respect for department based on perceived department respectful or disrespectful 

behaviors.  For example, the student who had a greater degree of respect for the 

department based that degree of respect on availability of professors and their 

willingness in participation of student’s education.  He suggested that the departmental 

respectful behaviors caused movement along the respect /disrespect continuum.  

Similarly, the student that assigned a lesser degree of respect for the department used 

perception of respectful/disrespectful behaviors. 

In other words, students’ perceive behaviors, such as the “department’s,” as 

respectful behaviors or disrespectful behaviors.  The students then defined a degree of 

respect for department based on those the perceived respectful or respectful behaviors.   
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Students stated that their degrees of respect for the department carried over into 

the classroom.  The researcher noted that students brought respect beliefs into the 

classroom.  These respect/disrespect beliefs impacted overall respect for the class.  

Because of the frequency of student examples, this research identified student-

department as a salient component in the process of respect communication in the 

college classroom.  As articulated by student , student-department constitutes a core 

category.  

Category (6) Student-University Relationship 

The final relational category deals with student-university respect.  The data 

suggested that students identified university behaviors as a factor in their respect 

communication in the classroom.  Open-coding revealed the following words and 

thoughts developed by Table 4.8 for this category. 

Table 4.8 
Category (6) Student-University Relationship with open coding concepts 
depicting category. 

Student-University Relationship 

University 
School 
Dean 

Registrar 
The whole bunch 

All the school 
School name 

College 
Campus 

Not all departments 
Departments 
All together 

Including the school mentality 
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The moderate repetition and reference of the university indicated that the student-

university relationship exists as a component of the respect phenomenon in process.  

One specific narrative described this student-university relationship as salient in the 

process. 

Normally I wouldn’t think much about respect in the classroom.  Just recently 
something happened that really made a difference for me in one of my classes.  
I’d gone to the financial aid office about…my financial aid.  Apparently, for next 
semester more information was needed and the person helping me was nice and 
helpful.  I know I asked a hundred questions and she answered a hundred times.  
She didn’t have to be nice, but she was.  Afterwards, I went to a class I really 
didn’t like, one class I usually sleep in, not take notes, don’t much look at the 
professor, but for some reason I felt like paying attention.  I respect my class 
more for some reason, just because of how respectful I was treated by my 
school. 
 

More specifically, in this example, if the student perceived the university as behaving in 

a respectful manner, students behaved respectfully in the classroom.  However, if the 

university behaved in a disrespectful manner, then students reported behaving 

disrespectfully in the classroom.  From support of student voice, the following examples 

depict students’ notions representing this category.  These next examples indicate the 

language of continuum students’ use for describing the relationship.   

The transaction of student respect toward the university works as a part of the 

respect process.  Students noted that the potential relationship with the university is 

another continuum of respect and disrespect, in the negotiation of respect.   One senior 

noted that, “the last school I was at didn’t care about us and so it was real hard for me in 

my classes.  I missed a lot of classes and didn’t really care about my teacher.”  Another 

student voiced that,  

the school just…well I mean you could tell…it wasn’t my kind of school.   
Seems like all the departments shared the same way of thinking about  
blacks so I didn’t much respect them because they did not respect me,  
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that’s why I transferred.  No need to take part in class discussion because  
didn’t anyone care what I had to say. 
 

Another student described the continuum as, “I love the school and sure I may have a 

few things or people that I don’t agree with but mainly they treat me right and so I try to 

act right in classes.”  These students similarly discussed the dichotomous notion of 

respectful/disrespectful behaviors.  Also these behaviors served as a factor that moved 

their degree of respect along a respect continuum of university.   

Students discussed how what they perceived the university’s respectful 

behaviors impacted their own respectful behaviors in the classroom.  These 

experiences describe the core category of student-university relational continuum. 

Category (11) Respect as a Reciprocal Process 

Reciprocity emerged as a major category of college classroom respect.  In 

examining the data, the category emerged as an expression and exchange of actions 

concerning two or more persons.  The data indicated that students’ exhibited a keen 

awareness regarding the importance of the behavioral exchange.  The data also found 

that students’ perceived that these behaviors impacted future communication of respect 

or disrespect toward one another.  In other words, students’ worldviews of the process 

of respect in the classroom included the notion of the ebb and flow of actions and 

reactions in the exchange of respectful/disrespectful behaviors toward one another.  

Table 4.9 indicates words and thoughts that emerged frequently enough that this 

category was identified as reciprocity.  In addition, several students vocalized the word 

reciprocity in their stories regarding respect. 
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Table 4.9 
Category (7) Global-Class Respect with open coding concepts depicting the 
category. 

Global-Class Respect 

Respecting others 
Gaining respect 

Mutual 
Dual 

Two-way street 
Two-way mirror 

Both ways 
Back and forth 
Do it to get it 

They better show it first 
I got it, then con have it 

Better be both 
Circular 

Reciprocity 
Reciprocal 

Initially mutual 
Returned 

Given 
 

Several students discussed the exchange of respectful behaviors in attempting the 

negotiation of respect communication.  The following stories further describe this 

category.  A senior stated that, “respect has to be initially mutual.”  This particular 

statement indicated that at the start of the semester initial interactions require evidence 

of respect, and this next student assigned a measurement of that respect at that initial 

interaction.  L. emphasized that, ”in my experience respect in the classroom has been 

equal; just as much respect was returned as was given.”  Similarly, another student 

revealed that, “college professors would respect the busy and stressful lives of college 

students.  However, with that said, students should give more respect to college 

professors.”  A female senior noted that, “it is hard for me to respect a teacher that does 
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not respect me.“ Several other students expressed similar perceptions about reciprocity 

as a component of the workings of respect in the classroom, which included, “it works 

both ways,” “mutual respect,” and “only give respect to people who respect me.”  One 

other junior relayed a story that described a specific incident  

that, students teamed up and exchanged behaviors all aimed at the teacher as 
one junior explained.  People were always talking whenever she [the teacher] 
was talking, they would not participate in any discussion.  This would lead the 
teacher to then become frustrated with the class itself.  The class thought it was 
funny and would make fun of her even more. 
 

This student expressed how respect fluctuated and grew based on exchange of 

disrespectful behaviors between students toward the teacher.  One more vivid 

characterization of reciprocity as a category included,  

respect, in my opinion, is realized when both people consider dual perspectives.  
The student should understand the tensions of the professor as the professor 
should be concerned with tensions of the student.  When I realize that a 
professor understands what it’s like to be a student with a job and other 
responsibilities, my respect for them grows. 
 

Reasons for the phenomenon, from the student perspective, required an exchange of 

behaviors representing respectful/disrespectful communication.  From these perceived 

behaviors, students assigned a degree of respect based on the reciprocity of behaviors. 

Students described respect communication as that which traveled through verbal 

and nonverbal communication.  One senior point out that, “I imagine students raising 

their hands so there is organization and everyone gets a turn to speak.”  Another 

emphasized, “sit, obey, and listen.”  Several other students voiced that, “respect-both 

teacher and student learn and teach for each other with teacher leading the process.”  

One other student noted, “I believe that if a professor shows respect then the students 

will show respect for the teacher.” In fact, several other students offered similar remarks 
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by saying, “the workings of respect within the college classroom, is more of an 

understanding between students and their professors, vice versa, as well as between 

students and fellow students, the way all show it makes a difference.”   

These students not only described the ways in which respect is communicated, 

but also provided examples of verbal and nonverbal communication.  First, the nature of 

disrespecting the teacher follows as such.  These students stated, “obey the teacher by 

following the rules, “ and “not talking while the teacher is talking,” and “honor the 

teacher as authority,” 

In addition, students voiced experiences about students’ perceptions regarding 

teacher disrespectful/respectful behaviors toward students.  For instance, one senior 

stated, “the teacher belittles students’ beliefs”, while another described that “the teacher 

favored theatre majors…I saw him bend the rules for theatre majors.”  The student’s 

description of respect was exemplified as, “you can tell he enjoys teaching, he really 

gets into it that shows me respect that tells me he respects me.” 

In the negotiation of the meaning of respect in the classroom, the results 

indicated that students and teachers transacted respect and disrespect through verbal 

and nonverbal communication. 

Axial-Coding Dimensionalization 

Axial coding involves dimensionalization and integration of categories that 

emerged in the process.  Further probing of the data revealed that these 11 categories 

collapsed into four main categories.  These include intrapersonal, interpersonal, global, 

and outcomes.  The respect continuum that described as self and self-esteem, 

Category (2), best describes an intrapersonal respect.  The process of intrapersonal 
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communication emerged based on student representation of self. 

In addition, the continua, (student-teacher/Category (3), student-

student/Category (4), student-department/Category (5), and student-university/Category 

(6) collapse into major core categories of interpersonal relationships.  Further, the multi-

relational level of the interpersonal respect exemplified through open/axial coding, 

revealed that at least two people transact respectful/disrespectful behaviors in both 

sender and receiver form.  Thus, interpersonal communication evolved based on 

respectful/disrespectful behaviors exchanged.  This interpersonal communication 

established relationships based on the placement of degree of respect on the 

continuum. Further dimensionalization found that a global-respect exists. 

Category (7) Global-Class Respect  

One other category that emerged frequently in student accounts was identified as 

global-classroom respect.  The data indicated that students communicated an overall 

respect for their respective classes. Students referred to respect, in general, as 

“eventually the whole class hated her,” and “the class as a whole shows more respect,” 

and,  “we all felt the same way,” and “I loved the whole class.”  When the researcher 

probed meanings of respect communication, students’ language reflected this global 

notion of respect in the classroom. One student narrative represented this by saying 

that,  

this one guy he comes in, he’s the most annoying person in the classroom, there 
is always one.  But he’s a theater major and so he’s played like servant one and 
servant two and so he knows a thing or two about Shakespeare.  So he comes 
into class late every day.  He’ll sit down fifteen minutes, long enough to drop a 
name or some title of some play that he’s been in and then get up and walk out.  
And he always shuffles desks around, he’s really the loud stereotypical theatre 
major, so the professor talks to him because he does know what he’s talking 
about.  But, he does talk to him a little bit, but he seems to ignore him when he’s 
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doing all this stuff.  He’s older too so he doesn’t really care what anybody does.  
Everybody seems to respect him because he’s older and he is a professor, not 
because he is a great professor.  He cares more about the books he’s written 
and the journal articles that he’s published and Shakespeare. 
 

This student described an overall degree of respect in terms of the whole class by 

saying, “everybody seems.”  The student’s perceptions regarding the professor 

indicated that the student felt a moderate degree of respect for the teacher and that the 

entire class also assigns the professor a moderate degree of respect.  Global-class 

respect indicates student degree of respect to class as a whole and also indicates 

global-class respect as an outcome based on reciprocal interactions of respect 

communication in the classroom. 

This dimensionalization and integration step further condensed the categories 

because the identified and developed concepts relate to one another.  This research 

posits that a global-class respect exists.  The intra-respect continuum includes 

conversation of self regarding degree of self-esteem.  The inter-respect continuum 

identified inclusive categories as student-teacher, student-student, student-department, 

and student-university.  The data revealed constant motion and overlap, one continuum 

impacting another, generating motion and manipulation of respect communication in the 

college classroom, which, in turn, represented the global motion in transacting respect 

communication.   Further, each of the concepts collapsed into the overall process of 

global-class respect for class. With this respect process in mind, several varying 

respectful/disrespectful behaviors propel the motion of students respect belief along the 

continuum. 
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Results of Selective Coding 

The selective coding process identified theoretical relevance of the data.  The 

selective coding showed the relationships of salient concepts that form the central 

phenomenon, of global-class respect.  Analysis of concepts and categories created 

relationships among and between the categories.  This provided research information in 

developing a substantiate theory. Emergence of theory transacted with connections of 

the categories. 

Axial Coding Paradigm Model 

This model by Strauss and Corbin (1990), defined a formulaic process for 

understanding the phenomenon. 

(A) Causal conditions >>(B) Phenomenon>>(C) Context >>(D) Intervening 

Conditions>>(E) Action/Interaction Strategies>>(F) Consequences (p. 99) 

Therefore, the next section describes this formula as the respect communication 

paradigm model. 

Causal Conditions 

The causal conditions, as defined by Strauss and Corbin (1990) include 

conditions that cause change.  The obvious condition that focused around 

communication of respect situates in behaviors.  Students’ perceptions of 

respectful/disrespectful behaviors served as the propellant for changing their degree of 

respect for the self, teachers, students, department, and university.  Students identified 

these behaviors that caused them to react and reciprocate with their own behaviors.  

Therefore, the central causal condition of respect communication was identified as 

respectful and disrespectful behaviors. 
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Phenomenon-Respect Communication 

The phenomenon, as described by Strauss and Corbin (1990) is identified as that 

central object of dialogue regarding a specific topic.  The specific topic for this research 

is identified as respect communication.  Students reacted and developed respect beliefs 

for different reasons and reciprocated.  Finally, the phenomenon of respect, as 

described by students engaged the dichotomy of behavior for using degree along any 

continuum.  

Context 

The context is identified as a classroom.  Students discussed the phenomenon of 

respect and the respectful/disrespectful behaviors in the context of the classroom.  

Within the context of the classroom students also discussed the relationships of 

student-department and student-university.  As an example, one student noted,  

do I only have to talk about college, because my high school…I have a good 
example.  Well the teacher, biology just never had control of the class.  We were 
mean to him and he never ever did gripe at us or anything.  He just was so, so, 
well I guess we were just tired, we had to be there, now we don’t have to come if 
we don’t want to.  In high school we had to be in class but here not so much.  I 
don’t know we just didn’t respect our high school biology teacher.  
 

Another student, during the same focus group stated that  

the high school classroom is different from the college classroom because of the 
maturity level.  Like you said, we had to be in high school but we don’t here, but 
here we have to be responsible, attend class and participate.  I believe that for 
me to do that I have to respect the professor or TA.  But, we should have learned 
respect back in those 12 years. 
 

These students discussed respect both in the college classroom and the high school 

classroom, as occurring in the context of the classroom. 

Intervening Conditions 
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 Students reported intervening conditions that caused movement along the 

respect continua.  These included (a) teacher disrespectful behaviors that included 

whether the teacher behaved as though he/she knew the material, 

appropriate/inappropriate attire, talking to student as an equal or talking down to them; 

(b) also, the students’ perception of respect behavior of other students that included 

quality of class participation, waiting, listening, interrupting teacher, attending class on 

time; (c) students’ perceptions about respectful/disrespectful behaviors regarding the 

department, which included faculty availability, willingness in helping students, 

approachability, response to student communication; and (d) students’ perceptions 

about university respectful/disrespectful behaviors toward students included raising 

tuition. 

Action and Interaction Strategies 

 Action and interaction strategies describe any other aspect of a phenomenon not 

described as main categories that emerged, but as a human behavior observed by the 

researcher deconstructed in the analysis process. Students reported different 

communicative actions and interactions for acting upon their perceptions of respectful 

communication in the classroom.  However, in most cases, students reacted based on 

their expectation of respectful/disrespectful behavior from people in the classroom.  

Students reported their perceptions of respect behaviors in the classroom among and 

between student, teacher, department, and university.  However, no student reported 

verifying expectations of those anticipated respectful/disrespectful behaviors.  All 

examples presented indicated that students enacted this strategy of only perceiving and 
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not verifying the communication between sender and receiver, nor vocalizing their 

expectations of respectful and disrespectful behaviors. 

Students’ actions and interaction strategies based on perceptions of 

respectful/disrespectful behaviors and expectations of respect level behaviors go 

unverified.  Thus, the receiver of the respect message never investigated the intent of 

the behavior.  This lack of verification of respect behavior intent disrupts the message 

and causes problems.  

Consequences 

Students voiced their lived experiences of respect in the classroom of these 

action and interaction strategies, which led to various consequences.   

Category (8) Learning 

Students clearly identified “impact of learning” as a particular consequence of respect 

communication in the classroom.  A few of the words and thoughts that represent this 

includes, “I didn’t learn,” “I learned a lot,” “disrespect in my way of learning,” “no one 

learned,” and “we all learned.” Several students identified with other thoughts of , 

“effects my learning,” “disrupts my learning,” “can’t learn,” “gets in my way and I quit 

paying attention,” and “I learned so much because the whole class was respectful.”  

These words occurred frequently enough in the data that the researcher assumed 

learning, as a category, and deserved further analysis. 

Further analysis found that respect communication in the college classroom 

serves not only as a result of the process of the phenomenon, but also as an outcome.  

The following narrative exemplified consequence as within the process and a result of 

the process.   
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In college, I expect respect.  I will never try to overstep a teacher’s authority but if 
he/she does not respect my needs then something must be done (complain to 
dean, etc).  It is hard enough just trying to learn the material.  If there is no 
respect between teachers and I, then it set me up for failure. 
 

This junior student described an overall learning based on the relational respect 

between teacher and student.  The student believed that student entitles self as a 

recipient of respect from teacher.  The student also indicated that learning is as difficult 

enough, but when disrespect enters the process, his learning seems jeopardized.  A 

senior said that,  

I believe that respect in the classroom is behaving appropriately, by both 
students and instructors towards each other.  I find it more productive in classes 
with more respectful attitudes.  Disrespect of the sort in my example makes for 
an…annoying learning environment.  It has been my experience that respect is 
present more in upper level classes. 
 

A more respectful learning environment created more productive learning, according to 

this male senior.  This indicated that productivity of learning is impacted by degree of 

respect, which might either impede the process or enhance the process. In addition, this 

student described learning as a communal process.  

One other wrote,  

I feel that being in a disrespectful class interferes with my learning because it 
becomes distracting.  It upsets me that people often waste the time of the 
teacher as well as my time that I paid for. 
 

This student uses the word “people” as a description of the whole class, and 

respect/disrespect in the classroom.  This represents how many students described 

learning as a communal process. 

Category (9) Motivation 

Where the first two examples reflected learning as a process and product in 

general, this next example described motivation.  This category is defined, as motivation 
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for participating in the classroom and motivation for participating in own their learning. 

I think respect in the classroom enhances everything about the learning 
environment.  If you feel your instructor is not only imparting knowledge to you, 
but doing so in a manner that conveys respect for your integrity and maturity as 
an individual, it definitely affects both your motivation to work harder, and your 
desire to master the subject. 
 

Motivation for learning as a part of the respect dynamics of classroom communication 

were valued by this student describing her learning.  She felt that if the teacher 

respected her, then the student was motivated in taking part in the learning process.  

The student continued by giving the example used above. 

I had one class this semester, one of my more difficult ones, that he ended every 
class with, “Thank you for you time and attention, ladies and gentlemen, and I 
look forward to seeing you all again next week.”  I greatly appreciated the simple 
respect in that tone, of that one sentence. 
 

The student described specific behaviors that assist in her decision-making for 

assigning degrees of respect for this teacher.  The words the professor used, according 

to the student, exemplified respect for her as a student.  This transaction of respect thus 

motivated this female student into learning. Other students voiced similar descriptions of 

respect as a part of the process as well as the product of learning. 

Category (10) Environment 

Within the data, students described environment as an outcome of respect and 

disrespect in the college classroom.  Students described how respect and disrespect 

changes the learning environment.  For example, a student voiced the following about 

environment as an outcome. 

This semester I have a professor that is knowledgeable in the subject but can 
keep the classroom entertained.  I respect him because he is realistic and has 
everyone learning.  I learned more because I wanted to listen to everything he 
said. 
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The professor makes the environment “realistic” and with a “realistic” environment the 

student learns.  Another stated, “It’s hard for me to respect a teacher that does not 

respect the students.  I get frustrated and it can become a distraction in the learning 

process.”  This student described the environment as “distracting,” and therefore, 

difficult for learning.  In addition, a junior student, said,  

Learning is impacted when there is mutual respect between teachers and 
students, when that happens everyone feels valued as a person and it will create 
a happier classroom atmosphere.  The better the environment then the better I 
learn. Now that’s respect. 
 

This student uses the word “environment” for describing the outcome of 

respect/disrespect in the college classroom.  These students articulated that 

environment serves as an outcome of respect/disrespect in the classroom.  Just as 

these anecdotes indicated, a consequence of respect communication in the classroom 

can be either a positive or negative impact on learning. Outcomes of this respect 

process, based on student accounts can impact learning in the classroom.  The effects 

of disrespect for one’s teacher encompass several educational implications for students.  

For example, if the environment within the classroom is not conducive for student 

learning, the student will not obtain maximum education.  Motivation is another 

implication of disrespect in the classroom because if students find no motivation for 

learning, this lack of motivation then impedes the students’ learning process. Students 

vigorously voiced, through stories, action and interaction strategies these potential 

consequences.   
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Figure 5.1, the model, suggests that perceptions of respect within a classroom 

are a socially constructed phenomenon. First, a student’s perceptions of classroom 

respect are affected by his/her own self-esteem. Next, a series of relationships foster 

potential interactions between the focal student and other students, the teacher, 

representatives of the department, and representatives of the university.  These 

interactions, coupled with the student’s self-esteem, lead to global perceptions of 

“classroom respect,” or the cumulative respect perceptions of students within the 

classroom.  This cumulative perception leads to various outcomes, including learning, 

motivation, and environment perceptions. Finally, these outcomes reciprocate back and 

effect self-esteem, and interactions within the listed relationships. 
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Example of the Categorical Interrelation Process/Respect Communication Model 

The model displays the communication of respect developed through the 

grounded theory analysis.  From the selective coding process emerged main categories 

of shared interactions and communicative behaviors related with the phenomenon of 

respect in the classroom. It was learned from students’ perceptions of interactions that 

students communicate degrees of respect through sender/receiver transaction of 

respectful/disrespectful communicative behaviors.  Each category interrelated through 

the use of respectful and disrespectful actions and interactions.   

More specifically, each category interrelated through the use of action/interaction.  

A student traversing through the dynamics of respect in the college classroom 

negotiates by using a respect continuum.  Before a student steps into the class, for 

instance, the student walks in with respect notions about the self, Category # 2.  Self-

esteem influences ongoing transactions of respectful/disrespectful self-communication, 

Category # 2. The communication of respectful/disrespectful sent from others’ 

actions/interactions of respect behaviors in the classroom, Category # 3, 4, 5, and 6.  As 

this transaction of sender/receiver and perception of the behaviors occurs, the student 

negotiates meaning without verification of intent, and then assigns a degree of respect 

along the continuum, Category # 1.  The behaviors exchanged through the various 

relationships overlap each other (student-teacher, Category # 3, student-student, 

Category # 4, student-department, Category # 5, student-university, Category # 6) and 

all collapse into Category # 7, global-classroom respect.  In general, referral, by 

students, of the process of respect communication in the classroom, emerged as a 

reciprocal process, Category # 11.  Students represent respect in class with several 
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interactants in different situations and as an overall process, Category # 7.  Finally, 

students described three outcomes of the respect process as learning, Category # 8, 

motivation, Category # 9, and environment, Category # 10.   

This example reflects how students negotiate respect in the college classroom. 

Negotiating the phenomenon through the use of understanding of the respect 

communication model and categories provide encouraging strategies for traversing 

through the communicative channels of respect in the college classroom. 

Example of Validated Observation in Axial Coding 

Main Category # 5: Global-Classroom Respect 

(A) Causal conditions: (She was never short or rude—Focus group # 7); (he 

always encourages participation—Focus group # 1); (the way we act makes a 

difference—Focus group # 3); (students’ behaviors toward teacher and vise 

versa—Questionnaire # 62) 

(B) Phenomenon: (the whole class—Questionnaire # 4); (we should all 

encourage—Focus group # 2); (both students and teachers should respect 

each other—Questionnaire # 17); (student to each other as well as to 

teacher—Focus group # 1); (department respectfulness to students—Focus 

Group # 5); (the more student respects self, the more respect the class has—

Questionnaire # 105); (the university respectful behaviors makes a big 

difference to me when I’m in the classroom—Focus group # 8) 

(C) Context: (in the college classroom—Questionnaire # 1); (in college—

Questionnaire # 2); (higher education—Focus group #6); (high school 

different from college—Focus group #4) 
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(D) Intervening Conditions: (I expect teacher to act in certain ways—Focus group 

3); (teacher should tell us their expectations and we should tell them ours—

Focus group # 7); (I don’t really ever know how they want me to be—

Questionnaire # 47); (the students’ should know better, we’ve been through 

plenty of teachers and parents—Focus group # 8); (I think coming to class 

when I need to and not all the time is plenty of respect—Questionnaire # 81); 

(I’m respecting the other students by not participating, I think they need it, but 

when they are not participating that means they don’t know, then I’ll help 

out—Focus group # 3) 

(E) Action/Interaction Strategies: (if they treat me with respect then I’ll treat them 

with respect—Questionnaire # 5); (I show respect by raising my hand, coming 

to class, and participating—Questionnaire # 99); (I use tactics that I can tell 

make the professor upset to show my disrespect—Questionnaire # 17); 

(keeping quiet and not saying anything against the professor—Focus group # 

6); (we all talked behind her back and laughed her for not knowing her stuff—

Questionnaire # 14); (we all had pens in hand ready to take notes because 

we respected the teacher—Focus group # 6) 

(F) Consequences: (I quit learning because teacher did not respect me—

Questionnaire # 44); (respecting the teacher helped me want to pay attention 

and so I learned more—Questionnaire # 8); (no learning can take place with a 

chaotic disrespectful atmosphere—Focus group # 1); (I learn the best with 

respectful environment—Questionnaire # 5); (a can’t learn from a teacher 
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who does not respect the students—Focus group # 4); (I learn the most when 

the overall atmosphere of the class is respectful—Questionnaire # 25) 

Example of the 11 Categories Interacting in the College Classroom. 

  Before student Cris steps into the class, Cris recognizes that this is not a 

favorite class.  In fact, Cris feels quite insecure about the class, Category 2.  Without 

Cris’s knowledge, the self-respect influences ongoing transactions of 

respectful/disrespectful self-communication, Category # 2. Cris sits on the back row and 

decides not to participate in class, not to take notes, or really pay any attention.  The 

teacher responds with aggravation scolding nonparticipants in the class.   Cris 

responded by rolling his/her eyes, and yawning.  In future classes, Cris arrived late for 

class, shot down other students’ contributions, and basically acted out in class.  Other 

students responded to Cris’s behaviors with behaviors of their own.  Some followed 

Cris’s lead and others displayed respect for Cris with their own behaviors. Cris missed a 

day of class because of illness, but when he/she requested an extension for a paper, 

the teacher refused.  Cris felt that the teacher disrespected him/her a great deal and 

began expressing his/her thoughts to other students in the class.  Before long, Cris had 

several students behaving disrespectfully in the classroom.  The communication of 

respectful/disrespectful behaviors was sent from others’ actions/interactions of respect 

behaviors in the classroom, Category # 3, 4, 5, and 6.  As this transaction of 

sender/receiver and perception of the behaviors occurs, the student negotiates meaning 

without verification of intent, and then assigns a degree of respect along the continuum, 

Category # 1. Cris’s brush with a department employee over some paperwork that 

he/she felt existed as disrespectful did not help his own situation in his class.  Cris also 
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feels upset in class because all he/she can think about is that the university treats 

him/her as a number and not a person. By now, Cris missed several class periods and 

several assignments.  The behaviors exchanged through the various relationships 

overlap each other (student-teacher, Category # 4, student-student, Category # 3, 

student-department, Category # 5, student-university, Category # 6) and all collapse 

into Category # 7, Global-class respect.  Not caring about the class, in general, Cris just 

keeps spiraling through a world of disrespect.  Some of the students mirrored the 

process of respect communication in the classroom, Category # 11.  Cris felt that 

teacher disrespected him/her and so did some students of the class.  Students 

represent respect in class with several interactants in different situations and as an 

overall process, Category # 7.  Cris believed that he/she failed the class because the 

teacher failed to motivate him/her and because of aggressive language created a 

hostile environment, and therefore student could not learn.     

Summary 

Chapter 4 described the results of grounded theory analysis of student data 

regarding respect communication in the college classroom.  More specifically, the 

chapter detailed the 11 categories of the respect communication theory through detailed 

description of the process of open, axial, dimensionalization, intergration, paradigm 

phenomenon, and categorical interrelationships .
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

Introduction 

This chapter discusses a summary of the study, summary of the research 

findings, interpretation of the results, theoretical relevance, limitations of the study, 

implications of the study, and final summary of this thesis. 

Summary of the Study 

Previous research indicated that classroom communication constitutes a 

multitude of communicative dynamics.  Moreover, studies on respect in the classroom 

reflect scant communication research.  Respect as a factor in classroom dynamics has 

only been researched from a peripheral standpoint.  Viewed from the perspective of 

communication scholars, the respect concept interrelates with other college classroom 

communicative concepts. The present study found that students identified respect as a 

major factor within the classroom.   

The next few pages discuss a brief summary of the inductive analysis process 

and key findings regarding respect communication in the classroom.  There were 190 

concepts and categories identified that the researcher processed through a rigorous 

constant comparative process, which led to the identification of 11 main categories.   

Following the identification of the 11 categories, the researcher further reviewed the 

data searching for patterns of relationships and connections.  In the final phase of the 

grounded theory process, the researcher developed a model representing relationships 

of 11 categories and a definition representative of the respect communication model. 
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Summary of Research Findings 

Upon grounded theory analysis, the significance of the data suggested not only a 

definition for respect in the classroom, but also a theoretical model. An examination of 

the data in this analysis found that students perceive classroom dynamics as important. 

The data suggested that students place great emphasis on and frequently engage in the 

communicative phenomenon of respect communication in the classroom.  Upon 

analysis, significant expectation levels of students and teachers of those respectful and 

disrespectful behaviors repeated in the data. The unverified expectation of behaviors 

transcended beyond a linear process of data.  

First, the researcher noted that students discussed and represented respect 

communication using language representative of a continuum.  Data within the study 

showed it saturated with this continuum language, and, was therefore identified as a key 

category (Category 1).  Second, students discussed self and self-esteem in combination 

with self-respect when describing respect in the classroom.  They discussed that 

respect of self affects other components of the respect process.  Self esteem/respect 

was identified as Category (2).  Third, the next category emerged as a relationship of 

student-teacher interactions.  Students used continuum language in describing respect 

within the student-teacher relationship (labeled as Category (3).  Fourth, another 

relationship emerged and was identified as a student-student relationship within the 

process.  Students used their narratives in describing the importance of this relationship 

in negotiating respect in the college classroom. The researcher labeled this relationship 

as Category (4).   
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Next, students discussed another relationship in describing respect as a student-

department relationship, Category (5).  Students talked about the student-department 

relationship as impacting the negotiation of respect in the college classroom.   The data 

revealed a final relationship, the student-university relationship, as further impacting 

respect perceptions in the classroom.  Students depicted this relationship as salient in 

the process of respect, Category (6).  Next, students’ perspectives of overall respect in 

the classroom was identified as a global perspective of respect in the classroom 

Category (7).  Finally, students discussed the respect process as including outcomes 

inclusive of learning (Category 8), motivation (Category 9), and environment (Category 

10). One final category that emerged was identified as reciprocal (Category 11) 

because students frequently referred to the whole process of respect as a reciprocal 

process.  Therefore, reciprocity permeates the entire process of respect communication 

in the college classroom.   

Finally, the researcher further described these 11 categories by re-labeling them 

and grouping them where appropriate.  First, self, self-esteem labeled as respect for 

self, was better described with the term “intrapersonal respect communication.”  

Second, interpersonal, the four relationship categories were grouped together to portray 

all of the relationships evident in respect constructions, and the interactions that are key 

in constructing respect.  Finally, learning, motivation, and environment were grouped 

under the category, “outcomes.” 

From this respect communication model, the researcher developed a model of 

respect in the college classroom.  Based on students’ responses in the study, the 

definition of respect in the college classroom was interpreted as, “transaction enacted 
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by both intrapersonal and interpersonal communication, and traverses along a 

continuum, that leads to outcomes.’ 

  Interpretation of the Results 

Development of an exploratory theory for the role of respect communication in 

the college classroom served the purpose of this thesis.  This thesis yielded a broad 

definition, a respect communication model, and consistency with previous research.  

The grounded theory procedures developed 11 major categories that combined and 

related within a model.  These 11 further condensed by collapsing relationships into an 

intrapersonal respect relationship, an interpersonal respect relationship, and an 

outcomes category.  This yielded not only a broad definition of respect in the college 

classroom, but also an important communication model. 

The Role of Respect Communication with Other Studies 

Self-Esteem 

As students detailed their perceptions of respect in the classroom, a prominent 

category that emerged was self-esteem.  Yelsma and Yelsma (1998) considered self-

esteem a major measurement of respect in high school classrooms.  The present 

research indicated that self-esteem impacts students’ respect for them.  Yelsma and 

Yelsma utilized a scale that measured students’ belief about self.  They then matched 

this self-esteem utilizing a scale that measured behaviors such as waiting, listening, 

language, and property (1998).  Inasmuch as results of this thesis, the data found it true 

that students bring a measure of their self-esteem into the classroom. The present study 

extended beyond Yelsma and Yelsma’s and found that self-respect impacts behaviors 

and respect for others, but also found students may not necessarily use this as the 
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starting point for respect.  Self-esteem extends beyond the four walls of the classroom 

and into the department and the university.  Further, where Yelsma and Yelsma 

discussed “global self-esteem” (p. 437) as a factor, the present study suggested that 

global meant more than self-esteem.  Global incorporated respect not only of the 

individual student, but also of all participants in the process participating in an overall 

motion. 

Behavioral Continuum of Respect 

Most narratives collected through focus groups and questionnaires reflected 

respectful and disrespectful behaviors as falling on a sort of respect continuum. This 

thesis offered Friedman’s (1994) study an extension of the behavioral focus essential in 

describing the phenomenon.  For instance, Friedman studied elementary and 

secondary behaviors of students.  Even though this thesis studied college students, 

both identified that students adapt behaviors representative of respect or disrespect in 

the classroom.  The Friedman study obtained this information from the teacher 

perspective, where this study focused on students’ perceptions.  Behaviors in 

agreement of both studies indicated the behaviors of the following: “They are with me,” 

students in my class behave rudely,” “students insult one another,” “students treated 

what their peers say with contempt,” “students are quarrelsome,” “students pick on one 

another,” “student interrupt one another,” and “students listen to what one another have 

to say” (p. 953).  Another similar comparison of results indicated that Friedman 

described these behaviors as “adaptive and maladaptive” (p. 955).  Two differences are 

noted with between these studies.   
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First, where Friedman identified favorable and unfavorable behaviors, the study 

showed no focus of learning implications.  This thesis found that students discussed 

respect as a major factor that impacts student learning.  Students’ perceived that a 

more positive degree of respect within a classroom increased learning while a more 

negative degree of respect in the class impeded learning.  A second difference noted 

was that respect behavior traversed between teacher and student, and student and 

student.  This thesis discovered that students also discussed respect in terms of 

department and university, and the class as a whole and not as linear as 

teacher/student or student/students.  This thesis studied the communicative nature of 

these behaviors whereas the Friedman study focused on describing and identifying the 

nature of respect behaviors.  Not only did this study find results consistent with the 

Friedman study but also transcended beyond the nature of the study in several 

instances. 

Expectation of Respect Behavior 

This thesis found support for Scott’s (1999 ) study, however not from an 

established Christian school sample.  Scott investigated respect from a moral 

perspective by expectations of respect behaviors and also expanded on respect as a 

construct.  Results of this thesis provided evidence consistent with Scott’s finding that 

gaps exist in defining respect because of different expectations levels for respect 

behavior.  For example, students discussed observing behaviors, however, in neither 

study did students verify communicative intent of such behaviors.   

In addition, both studies identified similar respectful behaviors, however Scott’s 

study focused on a “sociomoral” notion of the phenomenon in Christian schools, where 
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this thesis did not focus on moral perceptions (p. 29).  Teachers and students identified 

similar respect behaviors, however, Scott did not note the nature of the expectancy of 

behaviors in his research.  Most clearly this thesis answers Scott’s reason for a gap of 

belief of expected behaviors, by showing that students assigned a degree of respect 

based on perception of expected behavior, but never validate it with the intent of the 

other person. This lack of verification disrupts the message intended by the receiver and 

causes a spiral of reciprocal respect behaviors that, as students voiced, disrupts 

communication dynamics in the classroom. 

Excessive Disrespectful Behaviors 

Friedman (1995) focused on teacher burnout based on student disrespectful 

behaviors.  As in all the other studies about respect in the classroom, behaviors were of 

central importance for them all.  While this thesis offers no information regarding 

teacher burnout, by better understanding student worldviews of respect in the 

classroom provides valuable information for increasing the effectiveness of classroom 

communication. 

Credibility 

Research demonstrated that respect in the classroom intermingles with the well-

established variable, teacher credibility (Delia, 1976; McCroskey, Holdridge, & Toomb, 

1974; McCroskey and Young, 1981; and Tucker, 1971). These studies established that 

teacher credibility components included competence, character, and good will. Within 

this thesis, the association of credibility dimensions, as indicated by students, finds that 

students defined their degree of respect for teacher based, at least partly, on these 

components.  First, the component of teacher competence yielded several student 
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accounts.  For example, students stated that teachers must, “know their stuff, and have 

knowledge of the material.” 

Teven and McCroskey (1996) found that perceived level of caring for student, 

whether the teacher communicated positively or negatively, impacts student learning.  

The present study found similar results with additional information.  This study identified 

that perceived level of caring, is used by students for gauging respect for teacher.  For 

instance, if a student observed teacher credibility behavior then this encouraged student 

movement toward the positive end of the respect continuum.  Thus, this thesis found 

consistency with the student credibility classroom dynamic.  However, this study asserts 

that respect is not a peripheral factor of credibility, but rather a central phenomenon 

salient to overall classroom dynamics processes.  

The expansion of the concept of teacher credibility situates in the respect 

communication model within the student-teacher relationship as an expression of 

behaviors that cause movement along the respect continuum, which then serves as an 

indicator for degree of respect. 

In summary, this study expanded upon other researchers’ overall concept of 

respect communication in the classroom.  First, it provided inductively derived evidence 

from college students supporting other researchers’ investigations.  Second, it provided 

a detailed account of the process of respect communication.  This process links each of 

the categories through action/interaction strategies used by students for communicating 

degrees of respect in the classroom.  Third, it provided an explanation of causal and 

intervening conditions that undergirds and intermingles with other communicative 

college classroom dynamics. 
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Limitations and Implications of the Study 

Limitations 

Grounded theory, as a research method, revealed several interesting findings.  

However, it also revealed some of the limitations of this study and future implications for 

research on communication of respect in the college classroom.  Numerous limitations 

of the study exist and duly noted by the researcher.  However, despite these limitations, 

students’ voices provide credible evidence for the findings of this study and present 

potential for future research.   

First, a major limitation, due to time limitations, exists that inter-coder reliability 

was not established.  A second coder for category verification might strengthen the 

findings of this current research.  Other coders may have analyzed the data differently 

and provided optional suggestions.  Future research might include trained coders for 

strengthening or verifying this research. 

Second, analysis included data as a whole and not a comparison of question to 

question, or focus group to questionnaire, or focus group to focus group.  All data was 

analyzed collectively without discernment of the respective data gathering tool.  Future 

research possibilities included comparing the data against each other, testing the 

appropriateness of the data collection method, or comparing grade levels. 

Finally, researcher bias stands evident because, as a teacher, the researcher 

viewed respect communication from a biased lens.  The researcher obviously carries 

experiences and attitudes regarding the same phenomenon.  Future research might 

incorporate a coder not experienced as a teacher in any sort of classroom, for 

comparing category emergence. 
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Despite these limitations, the respect communication model brings legitimacy for 

communication of respect as an important pedagogical dynamic of human 

communication within the college classroom.  Again, these limitations provide 

opportunity for future research. 

Implications 

Implication for future communication research regarding respect in the college 

classroom expands in many directions.  The research stands salient because of student 

voices that re-lived experiences of respect and disrespect in the classroom, which 

ultimately impacted learning.  Theoretical relevance of findings suggested that future 

research investigate the link between respect and learning more thoroughly.  

Additionally, future research should investigate this phenomenon from the teachers’ 

perspective and compare teacher and student data.   

Understanding respect communication through the respect communication model 

provides encouraging strategies for maintaining an acceptable degree of respect in the 

college classroom.  In addition, the findings of this thesis underscore the importance of 

human interactions of the college classroom where students traverse through the 

communication of respect/disrespect, negotiating the phenomenon through verbal and 

nonverbal respectful/disrespectful behaviors.  This thesis posits that students negotiate 

respect for classroom participants based on a global-class respect that effect and is 

effected by the other components of the respect communication model.   

The practical implication for this study of the respect communication theoretical 

relevance reflects in the nature of classroom management and better understanding 
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when complications arise because of the varying degrees of respect from all 

participants in the classroom. 

Finally, additional research bodes necessary for better understanding the degree 

of impact on student learning because several students articulated that respect in the 

college classroom impacted their learning.   

Summary 

Our task as pedagogical researchers includes investigating the everyday routines 

and communication in classroom dynamics.  Important in this study identified respect as 

an important transaction of college communication influences of the classroom as a 

whole.  Respect, in the daily communication of college classroom sits not as peripheral 

notion, as previously researched.  Nor, is respect a linear process with little impact.  

Instead, the communication of college classroom respect defines as great importance in 

the daily communication of higher education.  In fact, the ubiquity of the phenomenon 

permeates our classrooms on a daily basis.  From students’ voices, within this thesis, 

emerged as a broad definition of respect communication, respect communication 

model, learning implications, and theoretical relevance with other studies. 

For instance, the data found that students described respect in the college 

classroom as an exchange. The data also suggests that the notion of respect 

communication travels in a number of directions in the classroom.  The trajectory of 

respect does not change because of the four walls, but because of human behavior 

inside and outside the walls of the college classroom.  The direction of respect in the 

classroom is based on behaviors.  These directional changes occur with any interaction 

in human behavioral exchange within higher education. Moreover, the results also 
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suggested that students reciprocate respect behaviors, however without verification of 

expectations.  One senior student related his perception of respect in the college 

classroom as that, “respect in the classroom works both ways, mutual respect, I expect 

respect.”  Another student said that, “college professors should respect the busy 

stressful lives of students, however, that said, students should give more respect to 

college professors for their academia and time they provided to help the students.”  

Other students described, in similar terms, the existence of movement of respect 

communication in the classroom. These results indicated that this transaction and 

reciprocity of respect processes with different relationships.  Then students assign 

degrees of respect based on perceived respectful behaviors.  In addition, students 

recognized that this communicative process impacts their learning both positively and 

negatively. 

The most practical contributions of this research combines as several major 

notions.  First, several relationships exist in the classroom during the negotiation of 

respect in the classroom. These relationships create an enormous interaction that 

influence students’ self-respect.   Second, students’ self-esteem and self-identity 

appears to impact respect for other students, teachers, the department, and the 

university, and the classroom as a whole.  Third, the feeling of respect students assign 

toward the classroom affects their learning.  Fourth, the environment of the classroom 

effects and is effected through the constant motion and negotiation of respect within 

classroom dynamics.  Fifth, motivation further impacts the learning process and 

students definitely identify as an important component of the respect process.  Sixth, 
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global-classroom respect gets impacted from the interactions of relationships, which 

also impacts outcomes of the respect process. 

Even though this research identified one perspective for better understanding the 

process of respect communication in the classroom, researchers need not 

underestimate the presence and largeness of respect in the college classroom.  Most 

important about this study stands out is that of the largeness of students’ voices.  Just 

as student voices carried throughout this study, we end with a student voice giving final 

advice for anyone seeking a better understanding of respect communication in the 

college classroom:  

Respect is active like an organism that is not only cumulative but has a very 
personal effect.  It’s like a two-way mirror, it allows you to be yourself and it also 
depends on how others see you.  It’s alive, it really is.  It’s always being shaped 
by what you do. 
 

As we teachers negotiate maintaining college classroom dynamics, we should 

remember that respect lives larger than we can fully describe.  Respect is not just one 

thing we have or is located in just one place in the classroom.  Instead, respect 

comprises of many components and many relationships in constant motion with several 

relationships and within these interactions, respect maneuvers in constant negotiation. 
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Defining Respect in the Classroom 

Protocol for data gathering. 

1. Distribute 100 questionnaires to college juniors and seniors. 

2. From these 100 questionnaires invite students to participate in a focus session 

discussing the issue of respect in the classroom. 

3. Welcome all participants and thank them for their participation. 

4. Distribute consent form and explain participant rights. 

5. Have them complete the demographic sheet. 

6. Explain the $50.00 drawing will be held when all focus group sessions are 

completed. 

7. Begin focus group. 

a. Read questions as written 

b. Probe inadequate answers nondirectly. 

c. Record answers without discretion. 

d. Be nonjudgmental. 

8. Complete focus group by thanking participants and ask each to complete the 

questionnaire. 

9. Distribute questionnaire and ask each to complete on their own. 
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APPENDIX B 

QUESTIONNAIRE 
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How Do You Define Respect in the College Classroom? 

 
Research title:  Respect at Large:  A Grounded Theory Method for Assessing the Role 

of Respect in the Classroom 
Principal Investigator:  Alma Martinez-Egger 
 
Thank you for participating in this study. 
 
Please complete the following: 
 
Name______________________ Telephone_______________   E-
mail_______________ 
 
 
 
Age__  Year in college_____ Major__________  Gender_______  
Race/Ethnicity__________ 
 
Religion______ 
 
Please discuss, define, explain, give examples, or say anything at all about this topic. 
 
How do you understand the workings of respect within the college classroom? 
 
How do you understand the workings of disrespect within the college classroom? 
 
Discuss if and how respect/disrespect impacts learning. 
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Research Consent Form 
 

Participant Name:    Date: 
Title of study:  Respect Defined? :  A Grounded Theory Method for Assessing the Role 
of Respect in the Classroom 
 
Principal Investigator:  Alma Martinez-Egger 
 
 
 Before agreeing to participate in this research study, it is important that you read 
and understand the following explanation of the proposed procedures.  It describes the 
procedures, benefits, risks, and discomforts of the study.  Your participation only 
requires the time it takes to attend a focus group and complete a questionnaire, which 
will take about ninety minutes of your time.  There are no foreseeable risks or 
discomforts associated with this study.  Benefits for subjects may be learn about how 
other subjects define and understand respect in the college classroom.  All data are 
kept confidential locked in file cabinet that is only accessible to researcher.  
Confidentiality in study means that no subject names are used in the final study.  In 
case of questions or concerns, contact Alma Martinez-Egger, UNT Communication 
Department, 817-800-5048. 
 
 
Purpose of the study and long it will last: 
The purpose of this study is to explore college student perceptions regarding the 
definition of respect in the classroom.  The study will last until August 2004 but 
your participation only requires the time it takes to attend a focus group and 
complete a questionnaire. 
 
 
Description of the study including the procedures to be used: 
This study requests participants to participate in focus group sessions with a 
moderate schedule of questions, an audio recorder, a video recorder, and 
notetaker.  The consent, the demographic sheet, and the questionnaire will be the 
only paperwork that requests your name.  When the study is analyzed using 
standard research procedures for textual analysis, your personal identity will not 
be used for either the analysis or the report of findings.  It would be reported in 
the following way: “20 participants over 18 from a Southwestern United States 
college were interviewed…”  Since this study does not involve physical tests or 
manipulations, it will cause no physical discomfort or risk. 
 
This project has been reviewed and approved by the UNT Institutional Review Board 
940-565-3940. 
 
_____________ Participant’s initials____________Principal Investigator’s initials 
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APPENDIX D 

FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONNAIRE 
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 Defining Respect in the College Classroom Focus Group Questionnaire 

After reading and answering the question how you describe, view, and define respect in 
the classroom, let us talk about it.  Please say whatever you want to say about it. 
 
The following questions are only used in case of total silence.  The goal of the focus 
group is to let the issue talk itself out through the voices of the students. 

 

1. How would you define respect in the classroom? 

a. How do you mean that? 

b. From your point of view, how is respect in the classroom defined? 

2. What do you believe are the major components of the term respect? 

a. Anything else? 

b. How do you mean that? 

c. Why should we have respect in the classroom? 

3. Whose responsibility is respect in the classroom? 

4. What makes you communicate respect/disrespect in the classroom? 

5. Do you or others communicate respect/disrespect in the classroom? 

a. Can you give me a specific example? 

b. What pushes your button for you to express respect/disrespect in the 

classroom? 

6. Does respect impact your learning in the classroom? 

a. If so, explain how respect impacts your learning. 

b. If not, why do you believe this? 

7. Is there anything you would like say that was not addressed in this session? 
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